


ABSTRACT

Continuous Mobile Vision:

Rethinking the Vision Sensing Pipeline

for Energy Efficiency

by

Robert LiKamWa

In a future of continuous mobile vision, mobile devices will host computer vi-

sion services to bridge the real world with the digital realm, sensing and react-

ing to important faces, objects, and structures in a user’s environment. This will

bring context-awareness to enhance consumer devices, assistive technologies, and

autonomous vehicles, e.g., head-mounted devices, vision aids, and quadcopter

drones. However, running continuous mobile vision on modern mobile systems

fails to achieve the energy-efficiency necessary to survive on a minuscule energy

consumption budget.

The energy-hungry nature of computer vision stems from the fact that the vi-

sion system stack – both in software and hardware – has been provisioned for high

quality photography and videography. Mobile systems need a principled redesign

in application frameworks, device drivers, and sensor architecture to provision the

system for vision capture and processing. To approach sufficient energy-efficiency,

this thesis proposes a rethinking of multiple layers of the vision system stack, ex-

ploring: (1) scalable vision processing support for concurrent application service;

(2) energy-proportional image sensing through driver-level power management;

and (3) efficient analog-digital readout conversion through a convolutional neural

network vision sensor.
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Chapter 1

A Vision of Vision

This thesis imagines a future of continuous mobile vision where wearable devices

use computer vision services to bridge from the real world to the digital realm,

sensing and reacting to faces, objects, and structures in an environment. This

rich context-awareness will enhance consumer devices, assistive technologies, and

autonomous vehicles, e.g., head-mounted devices, vision aids, and quadcopter

drones. Continuous mobile vision can, for example, provide the basis for a real

world search engine, remembering the location of misplaced keys and passports.

Continuous mobile vision can also enable a marketplace of third party applications

to utilize rich context-awareness, for example, journaling eating habits, logging

social interactions with friends, and triggering reminder notifications on sight of

specific individuals. By interpreting visual data from a wearable device, our com-

puting environments will provide services to aid and extend a user’s memory and

attention.

As we see dramatic improvements in image sensor fidelity, computational per-

formance and efficiency, and computer vision algorithm robustness, the time is

right to pursue continuous mobile vision implementations. However, running

continuous mobile vision on modern mobile systems faces a substantial physical

challenge: energy-efficiency. The energy-hungry nature of computer vision stems

from the fact that the vision system stack – both in software and hardware – has

been provisioned for high quality photography and videography. This impedes

the progress of continuous mobile vision, as energy-efficiency is of utmost concern

for practical wearable devices. To keep lightweight, wearable devices necessitate a
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minuscule battery – and therefore a small energy capacity. An energy-hungry de-

vice will burden a user with the inconvenience of frequently charging the device.

Furthermore, as the drained energy turns to heat, the high surface temperatures

of energy-hungry wearable devices pose threats of discomfort and danger to the

user.

Thus, mobile systems need a fundamental, principled redesign in application

frameworks, device drivers, and sensor architecture to provision the system for

frequent vision capture and processing. To approach sufficient energy-efficiency,

this thesis proposes a rethinking of multiple layers of the vision system stack, ex-

ploring: (1) scalable vision processing support for concurrent application service;

(2) energy-proportionality of image sensing through driver-level power manage-

ment; and (3) efficient analog-digital readout conversion through a convolutional

neural network vision sensor.

1.1 Related Visions

The future of continuous mobile vision proposed in this thesis draws inspiration

from the visions of ubiquitous computing and continuous sensing proposed by

the larger academic community. Two decades prior to the writing of this thesis,

Mark Weiser articulated a vision of ubiquitous computing where computing is

seamlessly and invisibly available everywhere through a collection of networked

devices [2]. One decade later, an evolved interpretation of ubiquitous computing

proposed computing systems that can proactively detect user intent while min-

imizing burden on user attention, such as in Project Aura [3]. Today’s modern

computing environments largely achieve the infrastructure for these visions, with

devices of various form factors embedded into our daily lives, connected through

extensive networking services. However, to truly connect the digital realm with

our real world, our computing devices must be able to continuously sense and

react to the context of the physical environment. As such, continuous sensing
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has been motivated and explored on handheld and body-worn sensors through

a collection of accelerometers, gyroscopes, location sensors [4–7], and image sen-

sors [8–11].

Continuous sensing requires substantial energy and computational overhead

in collecting and processing sensor data. To reduce this cost, previous works have

targeted the energy cost of continuously performing computing operations on

sensed data. Properly utilizing heterogeneous computing architectures can allow

power-efficient cores to carry continuous workloads while allowing stronger, more

power-hungry cores to remain unpowered [12–14]. Cost-accuracy tradeoffs can

generate sufficient task accuracy with reduced energy consumption of collecting

and processing sensor data [15–18], including across a collection of heterogeneous-

quality sensors [19,20]. Operating systems can be further optimized for continuous

sensing by providing efficient support for context-awareness, including adaptive

pipeline optimizations [21, 22] and using speculative sensing inference through

context [23].

Low-power specialized hardware has also enabled always-on services for com-

mercial low-bandwidth sensing, e.g., inertial motion sensing [24] and audio recog-

nition [25]. For example, hardware-assisted always-on voice keyword detection

has enabled the smartphone-based Google Now service to be continuously acces-

sible via user voice [26]. Continual development on always-on sensing hardware

has improved the efficiency of such system designs to a power consumption of

10mW. However, the high bandwidth of imaging tasks continues to pose effi-

ciency challenges throughout the system stack of vision processing.

1.2 Energy Characterization of Vision on Mobile Devices

Unfortunately, the progress towards continuous mobile vision is inhibited by an

energy-hungry vision system stack on today’s mobile systems. While recent in-

dustrial advances in Optical Head-Mounted Display devices provide potentially
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Figure 1.1 : Temperature samples vs. time running

usable form factors for vision, these systems fail to provide the necessary system

support for efficient vision.

As a case study, our system-level characterization of the wearable Google Glass,

released in 2013, reveals 2� 3 watts of average power consumption while running

vision applications. This drains the Glass’ 2.1Wh battery in 40 minutes – an unus-

able longevity for continuous mobile vision, as the user faces the inconvenience of

constantly needing to charge the device. Worse, the consumed energy translates

to heat, an unsafe level of device surface temperature. As shown in Figure 1.1,

we find that when running a 3 watt vision application, the steady-state surface

temperature of the Glass is 33�C higher than the temperature of the ambient en-

vironment. In an environment at room temperature, this raises the Glass’ surface

temperature to 52�C. High temperatures put pressure on the human body to regu-

late its temperature to below 37�C, which it does by dilating blood vessels, increas-

ing heart rate, raising skin temperature, and activating sweat glands, as explained

in [27]. These reactions lead to reduced comfort and potential cardiovascular prob-

lems. Indeed, blood vessel damage can occur with continuous contact to surfaces

at temperatures as low as 38 � 48�C, leading to skin damage, such as erythema ab

igne [28]. Thus, while the measured surface temperatures are common for smart-

phones and tablets, the device surface temperatures of 50+�C are not well-suited
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?

?
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System
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Figure 1.2 : Rethinking the vision system stack

for a head-mounted device with large durations of skin contact. While industrial

progress has reduced the power consumption of system-on-chip architectures and

wearable operating systems, it does not obviate fundamental barriers to sensing

system stacks, preventing mobile devices from achieving sufficient efficiency. To

realize continuous mobile vision, we must drastically reduce the power consump-

tion to provide a convenient, comfortable, and safe user experience.

1.3 The System Stack for Continuous Mobile Vision

The vision system stack, pictured in Figure 1.2, supports applications through a

combination of operating systems and hardware architecture that captures an im-

age frame through sensor hardware, routes the frame to an application through

an operating system service, and provides applications with vision processing

through library framework support. As the layers of the system have been provi-

sioned for high quality photography, there are abundant opportunities to improve

energy-efficiency by rethinking the system stack for continuous mobile vision.

On a user’s mobile device, vision applications are written by third party devel-

opers, and distributed over an application store. These applications invoke vision

library frameworks as part of the operating system support. Libraries may be stat-

ically compiled or dynamically linked with the applications, but may also commu-
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nicate with system services at runtime. These frameworks provide rich infrastruc-

ture for vision applications, while maintaining a reasonable level of abstraction to

application developers. For example, the OpenCV library [29] provides implemen-

tations of common vision algorithm routines, reducing the complexity of vision ap-

plication development. Unfortunately operating system services and frameworks

are designed to service a single foreground application at any given time. To-

wards scaling support to multiple applications, Chapter 2 introduces Starfish, a

split-process library solution to share common vision processing to improve the

efficiency and performance of running multiple concurrent vision applications.

Modern vision systems capture frames through an image sensor module, which

interacts with the system-on-chip over a dedicated camera bus. Mobile architec-

tures use a camera device driver to configure camera module registers and route

frame capture. Unfortunately, the image sensor module itself is energy-hungry,

consuming hundreds of milliwatts, regardless of spatiotemporal frame quality. In

Chapter 3, we characterize the energy consumption of CMOS image sensors and

introduce driver-based power management for energy-proportionality, generating a

tradeoff between spatiotemporal and energy efficiency.

Through our sensor characterization, we find that analog readout the to con-

sume a large portion of the sensor energy consumption, even through the use of

energy-proportional power management. In Chapter 4, we introduce RedEye, a

sensor architecture that performs convolutional operations for object recognition

in the analog domain, extracting sparse information from the raw data before exe-

cuting analog readout. Through the use column-parallel modules with data-local

access, we limit the design complexity of the analog interconnects, enabling the de-

sign to scale to sizable arrays of pixels. Furthermore, with the use of charge-sharing

capacitance, we can admit noise during execution for energy-efficient analog pro-

cessing. Our simulations indicate that RedEye substantially reduces the workload

on the analog readout, reducing the energy cost of sensing by 85%.
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Chapter 2

Efficient Concurrency Support for Vision Applications

In our envisioned future of continuous mobile vision, multiple vision applications

continuously and concurrently run on mobile devices without active user engage-

ment, e.g., [30, 31]. A wearable device could simultaneously recognize faces to log

social interactions, and detect food items to record eating habits. The same de-

vice may also be tasked with remembering where a car is parked and detecting

landmarks for rapid localization. We believe that it is highly likely that these ap-

plications will be developed by various parties each with their own specialization

such as medical informatics, personal analytics, and social networking. Unfortu-

nately, modern mobile systems support only a single application’s access to a cam-

era, which is adequate for photo/video taking and interactive vision applications.

There is an urgent need to support concurrent vision applications efficiently.

We hold two key insights. First, concurrent vision applications operate on the

same root data: frames from the camera. Second, typical vision applications use a

relatively small set of foundational algorithms, usually implemented with a stan-

dard library, e.g., OpenCV or FastCV. Thus, there is often significant redundancy

in the library functions they execute and the objects they create. This presents an

opportunity to share redundant library processing among multiple applications to

perform simultaneous vision tasks with efficient system performance.

To exploit these insights, we design the Starfish software system that not only

supports concurrent vision applications, but also allows them to share computa-

tion and memory objects securely and efficiently. Our design stems from two ma-

jor decisions. (i) Starfish splits the vision library from an application into a sepa-
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rate process, called the Core, which centrally serves all applications. Essentially,

Starfish converts a vision library call into a remote procedure call into the Core.

(ii) The Core shares library call results among applications securely, eliminating

redundant computation and memory use. Importantly, Starfish supports unmod-

ified applications and unmodified vision libraries without their source code, and

guarantees correctness to vision applications.

In doing so, Starfish improves the performance and energy efficiency of con-

current vision applications. Leveraging work in remote invocation [32, 33] and

computation memoization [34,35], Starfish contributes novel techniques that meet

its unique constraints.

We also report an implementation of Starfish on Android KitKat. Our work

intercepts calls to OpenCV by replacing its C++ linked library with our own, and

forwards calls over an Android Binder with MemoryHeapBase shared memory

regions. We support 22 OpenCV functions and 19 OpenCV objects and design in-

terfaces to ease Starfish library development and reduce source code redundancy.

To fulfill the need to provide concurrent vision applications with camera frame ac-

cess, we design a frame service that operates on top of the OpenCV camera frame-

work mechanisms, allowing Starfish to send frames to foreground and background

applications with no modification to application functionality.

We evaluate the Starfish design and implementation on a Google Glass. We

use microbenchmarks to understand the per-call overhead of Starfish library call

requests, validating the effectiveness of our split-process and function caching de-

sign choices. We measure that our optimizations reduce the per-call Starfish over-

head from 20.9ms to 5.9ms. We then evaluate the effectiveness of Starfish on a

combination of application benchmarks that share computations and do not share

computations to explore the range of benefits that Starfish provides. We show

that Starfish provides minimal negative impact to applications that do not share

computations, while providing substantial benefits to applications that do share
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computations. While running multiple face recognition applications typically in-

curs significantly increasing CPU utilization, scaling up to 60% for ten concurrent

vision applications running at 0.3 frames per second, Starfish maintains a CPU

utilization, staying below 15%. Under Starfish, the system consumes 19% – 58%

less power, as Starfish maintains a power consumption at approximately 1210 mW

while running the concurrent application workloads. Starfish thus successfully

provides system efficiency benefits to concurrent vision applications.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. §2.1 provides a background

of vision applications and libraries. §2.2 presents a high level overview of the

Starfish design. §2.3 describes design strategies that reduce the overhead of the

split-process execution. §2.4 details caching policies that allow reuse of previously

computed library results. §2.5 offers details regarding our Android + OpenCV

Starfish implementation, including a shared frame delivery service among multi-

ple applications. §4.4 evaluates Starfish using a combination of application bench-

marks, and §4.5 discusses related work.

2.1 Background: Computer Vision Processing

We derive our Starfish design through examining contemporary implementations

of vision applications. Typical computer vision applications read frames from the

camera service and use libraries of computer vision algorithms to extract impor-

tant information about the content or geometry of a camera frame. In this section,

we discuss various systems implications and opportunities of computer vision ap-

plications.

2.1.1 Resource usage

Vision applications are resource-intensive, consuming memory, memory band-

width and CPU cycles. Sampling a full color image uses 0.5 MB for a 640⇥360

color frame. At 30 frames per second, this introduces 15 MB/s of data creation and
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Figure 2.1 : Vision applications use a vision library to request computations on

the root data to create derivative vision objects. Multiple vision applications often

require the same vision objects.

usage. To maximize memory reuse, Android applications typically issue a pre-

allocated multi-frame buffer to allow the Android camera service to write frames

to pre-allocated memory with every new frame capture [36]. In addition to remov-

ing the latency of allocating memory, this allows the camera service to record new

frames while others are being processed or retained by the application.

Vision operations on received frames consume further CPU cycles; computing

corners on the frame can take 2.2 seconds at 40% CPU utilization on a Google

Glass. As such, applications typically operate on subsampled frames to reduce

memory-handling and computation bottlenecks. Still, real-time vision operations

need to maintain an acceptable frame rate while performing tasks that may be

highly computationally expensive and memory intensive. This implies a necessity

to optimize frame and feature processing.
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2.1.2 Frame and feature redundancy

For continuous vision applications, the camera service streams frames from the

camera to the application as they become available. This frame becomes the root

data for repetitively computed vision processing operations within an application.

First, frame-level image processing operations, such as resize and blur convolu-

tions, create derivative frames from the root data. Other processing operations

then generate successive derivatives when computing corners, edges, or other fea-

ture locations and descriptors, as illustrated in the bottom half of Figure 2.1.

These streams of root data and derivative objects form common first steps of

many algorithms and applications. Many applications utilize the same camera re-

source, and therefore can share the same root data, as shown in the top half of

Figure 2.1. Executing on the root data, many applications follow the same basic

image processing steps. For example, for efficiency, many vision algorithms be-

gin by downsampling a frame and converting it to grayscale. Our benchmarks for

face recognition, scene geometry, and object recognition all perform both of those

tasks as common first steps. Moreover, low-level vision features are commonly

used across vision algorithms; an integral image serves as the basis for Viola-Jones

object recognition for face detection and character recognition [37]. Our scene ge-

ometry and object recognition benchmarks both employ SURF features. Even the

same high-level features, such as detected and recognized faces, can be utilized

by diverse applications, including life-loggers [38], photography taggers [39], and

alert notification services [40].

2.1.3 Computer vision libraries

To incorporate packaged vision algorithms, developers of vision applications har-

ness libraries, such as the OpenCV Library for iOS, Android, and Windows Phone,

or Qualcomm’s FastCV Library for the latter two. While the libraries are useful

for rapidly prototyping applications, the recent trend of implementations have be-
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come attractive for product-grade application performance and efficiency. OpenCV

versions increasingly leverage hardware to optimize the processing, e.g., SIMD

processing with Intel SSE and ARM NEON, GPGPU computing through CUDA

and OpenCL, and vision hardware support through OpenVX. As the library im-

plementations handle the hardware acceleration, vision libraries provide an easy

pathway to efficient vision performance. Optimizing library use will multiply the

benefits of the library processing acceleration.

An Android application incorporates OpenCV by linking to the OpenCV li-

braries and calling the appropriate functions. OpenCV Java functions call their

associated native C++ functions to execute. For further speed and control, many

developers use the Java Native Interface to directly call the OpenCV C/C++ func-

tions. At that level, an application invokes shared library functionality by using

classes and functions prototyped in header files. As of March 2015, opencv.org

reports a user base of 47,000 developers and 9 million downloads [29].

2.1.4 Motivational observations

To summarize, we have the following insights about vision applications:

• Vision is memory-expensive and compute-intensive. Vision uses heavy resource

utilization to process frames and features. There is much need to alleviate

memory bandwidth and CPU utilization.

• Vision libraries are common-case utilities. The code reuse of the shared library is

valuable for a variety of applications. Optimizing vision library performance

thus improves a widely-applicable developer tool.

• Library calls are redundant across multiple applications. Multiple applications

call the same streams of library functions on the same data for both low-level

and high-level computations. This redundancy provides an opportunity to

collectively share computation results.
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• Library calls are repetitive within an application. Vision applications compute

frames and features on incoming streams of frame data; a single application

calls the same set of library functions on incoming frames. Thus, the op-

portunity for sharing library execution occurs not just once, but repeatedly

throughout an application’s execution.

These observations motivate our Starfish design, which services concurrently run-

ning applications through memory and computation reuse through a split-process

execution.

2.2 Design of Starfish

We present a software system design called Starfish. Starfish enables a system to

concurrently run multiple vision applications with improved overall system ef-

ficiency, reducing computational overhead, memory pressure, and energy usage.

Starfish employs two key techniques. First, it features split-process execution that

uses a separate process to service vision library calls. Second, Starfish allows that

process to serve all applications with function caching and shared memory distri-

bution to reduce compute and memory redundancy.

We constrain our design to maintain application transparency for development:

application developers use Starfish as though it is the original library, with no need

to understand the Starfish system’s underlying mechanisms. We also preserve li-

brary transparency: our design does not require modification of the library binaries,

allowing Starfish to work with closed-source libraries and open-source libraries

that can be rapidly-changing. Finally, we target application performance preserva-

tion: an application should perform as though it is a single application running

without Starfish.
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2.2.1 Split-process execution

Starfish splits a vision application’s execution into a pair of processes, using the

library call as the boundary. This allows Starfish to: (i) separate vision processing

from the calling application; and (ii) use a single process to centrally service vision

library calls across all applications. The library boundary provides transparent

function indirection and allows Starfish to create a centralization point for shared

computations.

Library Call Indirection

Because Starfish splits the application execution at the library boundary, it sup-

ports legacy applications and legacy libraries without requiring their source code.

The API documentation and headers of library structures and functions provide

important information that guide a Starfish implementation. Specifically, we can

glean the following understanding from the API:

• Memoizable Library Calls: The API documentation can reveal which library

calls are deterministic, computationally intensive, and widely useful among

many applications. Such functions will be targets for Starfish to optimize.

Other functions will be passed through to the original library for computa-

tion.

• Object Structure: The library’s header files reveal the structure of library ob-

jects, allowing the Starfish implementation to specify efficient methods for

communicating marshalled structures between applications.

The library boundary allows Starfish to use the above insights to ensure cor-

rectness and improve efficiency. Using the library as the boundary has a caveat:

Starfish functions must strictly follow the API specification, taking expected li-

brary input and returning expected library output. This requires that Starfish does

not alter object structures defined by the original library, e.g., by adding a member.
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Centralization point for shared computation

By transferring library call computation out of the application process and into the

central service process, Starfish creates opportunities to share common computa-

tions among multiple applications.

Starfish matches library calls with identical arguments, reusing computation

results to reduce system-wide computational redundancy, as described in §2.4.

Centralizing library calls also allows efficient library designs — such as hardware

acceleration or offloading optimization described in §2.1.3 — to extend to all ap-

plications.

Furthermore, centralized service of library calls avoids possible security and

privacy flaws introduced by sharing library call results among multiple untrusted

applications. For example, a distributed computation scheme in which each ap-

plication computes library calls and shares the output would require trust of all

participating applications; an untrusted application could create accidentally or

maliciously erroneous objects, which would then be propagated to other applica-

tions as putatively valid results. Instead, by using library calls themselves as the

boundary and handling vision processing in the central process, Starfish provides

tight security and control over library computation results.

Unfortunately, computing library calls on the central service introduces com-

munication overhead, as input and output arguments need to be transferred be-

tween processes. We reduce this overhead by efficiently reusing arguments over

shared memory regions, as discussed in §2.3.

2.2.2 Starfish overview

Using the vision library API as a boundary, we design Starfish, illustrated in Fig-

ure 2.2, as a split-process execution system to efficiently perform library computa-

tions.

The Starfish Core process centrally services a library call and caches its argu-
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ments (both input and output). The computer vision applications that use the

library constitute the Apps of Starfish. Our execution model assumes that the Core

and App processes run on an operating system that supports shared memory for

inter-process communication.

Starfish App

At runtime, an application’s binary dynamically links with our Starfish Library in

place of the original computer vision library. This linked pair of application binary

and Starfish Library becomes the Starfish App. Dynamic linking is supported by

all major languages (C/C++/Java/Obj-C/C#) to efficiently distribute and reuse

third-party codebases.

To redirect library calls, the Starfish Library replaces the original library in the

filesystem, intercepting the dynamic linking. We move the original library else-

where for use by the Starfish Library and Core. This theoretically allows Starfish

to support unmodified applications. However, to enable our Android + OpenCV

implementation to distribute camera frames, Starfish requires the developer to

change a single SurfaceView object in the layout file, as described in §2.5.2.

To implement the function behavior, the Starfish Library makes a request to the

Core process to service library calls. Starfish blocks the calling thread on the App

while waiting for the library call request to return. This preserves the behavior of

original library call execution, which also blocks execution on the thread. This also

allows the operating system to schedule other threads while the Core is handling

the library call request.

Starfish Core

The Starfish Core is a central process that executes and tracks shared computa-

tions and objects among multiple Apps; it maintains a function cache of recently

performed library calls, along with their input and output arguments. The Core
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Library, which communicates with the Core to execute library calls. For a first

library call ¿, the Core uses the original library to compute the result, which is

stored in the function cache and returned to the caller. For subsequent identical

calls ¡, the Core retrieves the cached result, reducing the overhead of redundant

operations.

links to the original vision library to execute the computations.

The Core is responsible for executing vision library calls. When an App makes

a library call, the Starfish Library makes a library call request by passing input

arguments to the Core. On the Core, library calls enter a queue of call requests.

Multiple threads on the Core operate on requests, searching the function cache for

an input argument match. If there is no match, the Core executes the function

using the original vision library and marshals output arguments into the function

cache, as ¿ in Figure 2.2. Otherwise, the Core retrieves output arguments from the

cache, providing them to the calling App’s Starfish Library to complete the library

call, as ¡ in Figure 2.2.

Unsupported library calls

Because Starfish relies on library call arguments to pass states between Core and

App, it does not support functions that modify program/system state beyond the ar-
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guments, e.g., functions that modify global variables or write to the filesystem;

Starfish does not maintain a unified namespace across Apps.

Moreover, because the Core reduces computation redundancy by reusing li-

brary calls among multiple Apps, Starfish cannot support non-deterministic func-

tions, such as those that use random variables or data from a changing network

resource; providing cached results would violate correctness for non-deterministic

functions.

Finally, Starfish does not efficiently support all library calls. For lightweight

functions that are quick to compute, the overhead of retrieving values from the

Core outweighs the benefit of computation reuse in some cases, e.g., for single

pixel value changes. A Starfish implementation should choose not to support

lightweight functions.

The implementation of the Starfish Library links to the original vision library to

execute all unsupported functions in the App, returning the resulting values (not

shown in Figure 2.2 for clarity). This fully preserves original library functionality

and correctness.

Nevertheless, we observe that Starfish supports a significant portion of OpenCV

vision functions; none of the functions in our evaluation benchmarks exhibit system-

modifying or non-deterministic behavior. Blur, SURF, and face detection opera-

tions are some of the many deterministic compute-heavy operations that Starfish

supports.

2.3 Split-Process Execution

The Starfish Core services library calls as a separate process. This design naturally

invites the use of remote procedure calls (RPCs) over shared memory. On top of

standard RPC mechanisms, we design zero-copy strategies for argument passing

and shared memory management that reduce the overhead of passing calls.
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Figure 2.3 : Example code: {b=foo(a); c=bar(b,a);}, where foo() and

bar() are vision library functions. Starfish marshalling procedures minimize

deep copies by tracking argument marshals and directly allocating library call out-

put data into shared memory between the App and the Core.

2.3.1 Argument passing via shared memory

While RPC argument passing has been researched and optimized since its inven-

tion [41], Starfish is subject to a unique set of constraints that are not met by ex-

isting solutions such as those used in [32, 33] or in the recent mobile system lit-

erature [42–44]. In particular, supporting unmodified applications and libraries
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prohibits the use of shared pointer structures. Furthermore, as the Starfish Library

must be transparent to the application, Starfish must work with virtual addresses

prescribed by each application; we cannot forcibly maintain a common virtual ad-

dress space across multiple applications.

Instead, we design Starfish argument passing strategies over a reusable pool of

shared memory regions for all Starfish Apps, guaranteeing both efficient and cor-

rect object marshalling. Specifically, Starfish minimizes the number of deep copies

during argument passing. A deep copy involves a full traversal of an object’s struc-

ture and is thus particularly expensive: a 640⇥360 color image takes approximately

3.5ms to copy using memcpy on a Google Glass. Typical RPC solutions on library

calls incur four deep copies: two per input argument and two per output argu-

ment. Starfish avoids the inefficiency of these deep copies by: (1) reusing input

and output arguments across multiple applications, and (2) guiding function exe-

cution output directly into memory shared by the Core and the Apps.

Starfish marshalling sequence

Here we use a simple yet common code pattern in computer vision algorithms,

{b=foo(a); c=bar(b,a);}, to explain how Starfish passes arguments efficiently.

Both foo() and bar() are vision library functions. Figure 2.3 shows how the code

works in six steps. When a Starfish App makes a library call request b=foo(a),

the Library and the Core follow a standard RPC sequence. First, the Library mar-

shals a serialized representation of input argument a’s member fields into a shared

memory region (1). The Core unmarshals a, creating an object from the member

fields (2), and then executes foo using the vision library (3). The Core marshals

the output argument b (4). Finally, the Library unmarshals b and supplies it as the

return of the function (5). The App reuses a and b for a subsequent call bar(b,a)

(6).

During unmarshalling, Starfish will direct member pointers to the data in the
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shared memory region, i.e., Starfish unmarshals using shallow copies. The Core

and the Starfish Library mark all unmarshalled object data with Copy-on-Write,

such that object modifications will not affect the physical memory, which may be

shared with other Apps.

However, marshalling object data typically requires deep copies to write into

the shared memory regions. We design Starfish to guide data creation directly into

the shared memory regions and reuse previously-marshalled arguments, limiting

this deep copy overhead of the marshalling procedure.

Direct data marshalling of library output

To reduce deep copying of library output. Starfish writes objects directly to shared

memory regions during library execution, as shown in Figure 2.3:(3). While the

original library performs the library call, the Starfish Core intercepts calls to malloc.

Starfish defines any memory allocation requested from the heap during a function

execution to allocate memory from a shared memory region instead. While this

may generate temporary intermediate shared memory allocations during execu-

tion, Starfish frees any non-output shared memory regions when the library call

returns to minimize the shared memory footprint.

After the library function executes, the Core can marshal the specially-allocated

output arguments by directing member pointers to addresses in the shared mem-

ory region, so no deep copying is required. This is illustrated in Figure 2.3:(4).

Tracking arguments for shared memory reuse

The Starfish Library tracks opportunities to reuse arguments already marshalled

into shared memory. If a previously-marshalled object has not been modified, then

it is consistent with its marshalled representation in shared memory and does not

need to be marshalled again. The Starfish App performs this tracking by maintain-

ing ArgTrack, a map between objects in the virtual address space of the App and
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their shared memory region ids. The Starfish Library places a library call’s input

arguments into ArgTrack after marshalling the objects into their shared memory

region, as shown in Figure 2.3:(1). The Library also places output arguments into

ArgTrack after unmarshalling the objects from their shared memory regions, as

shown in Figure 2.3:(5).

Starfish tracks an object’s consistency with the shared memory region by ap-

plying mprotect on the argument objects on the App, trapping write operations

to the object. If the application attempts a write access to a protected region, the

Starfish Library removes the arguments from ArgTrack, lifts the memory protec-

tion, and allows the write.

Starfish references ArgTrack when marshalling input arguments; if an object

has already been marshalled, the Library simply sends the shared memory region

ID, removing the need for a deep copy for reused arguments, as shown in Fig-

ure 2.3: (6). Searching an ArgTrack of 100 elements induces minimal overhead,

consuming less than 100µs. Similarly, trapping a write operation incurs a negligi-

ble overhead of only 1ms. By removing the deep copies, ArgTrack greatly mini-

mizes the Starfish marshaling overhead.

Thus, Starfish completely eliminates all deep copies from each library call except:

(i) to transmit previously unused input arguments, (ii) to record an output argu-

ment if it writes data to a specified pointer address, and (iii) to maintain shared

memory immutability for application correctness.

At worst, each library call uses two deep copies per input argument and 1 deep

copy per output argument. However, as an application derives most input argu-

ments from previous Starfish calls, Starfish can reuse the arguments, eliminating

all deep copies in many cases. Minimizing deep copies greatly reduces the shared

memory pressure and communication overhead for performing remote procedural

calls.
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2.3.2 Shared memory region management

Operating on a pool of shared memory regions allows the Starfish Core to reuse in-

put and output arguments among many Apps. However, allocating a new shared

memory region for each passed argument would be expensive; a Google Glass

takes approximately 0.6 ms to perform a MemoryHeapBase allocation of a 128 KB

region. Starfish must also judiciously use the limited heap memory provisioned by

the Dalvik VM; Google Glass processes may have at most 192 MB of heap memory.

Hence, we conservatively limit the total size of all of the Starfish shared memory

regions, e.g., to 128 MB. While the operating system handles heap management is-

sues of memory allocation, e.g., physical memory fragmentation, the Starfish Core

centrally manages the distribution of the shared memory regions for argument

passing. Exploiting this central control, the Starfish Core adopts memory reuse

techniques to reduce the cost of shared memory allocation, while maintaining a

heap memory size limit.

To foster reuse of shared memory regions, the Core handles shared memory

requests using free lists of reusable shared memory regions. Starfish designates

a separate free list for a particular fixed memory size, e.g., 2 KB, 16 KB, 128 KB,

1 MB, 2 MB. Memory allocation requests pull empty regions from the free list of

the smallest fixed size that would satisfy the request. Upon releasing the mem-

ory region, the Core returns the region to the free list for reuse. If the stack is

depleted upon allocation request, the Core allocates a new shared memory region

from the OS. Such fixed-size free lists, as used by the GCC standard library’s multi-

thread memory allocator [45] and by the classical buddy system memory manage-

ment [46], allow for rapid reuse of memory regions, as applications recycle empty

memory regions without redundantly allocating new physical memory or virtual

memory regions. Fixed-size free lists come with the drawback of wasting space

when rounding up to the next-largest free list region size. However, using a com-

mon fixed-size promotes the reusability of memory regions, which allows Starfish
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to reuse allocated shared memory.

To provision for dynamic region-size partitioning of the shared memory, Starfish

does not fix the number of shared memory regions in each free list. Instead, Starfish

handles each free list as a dynamically allocated stack, growing and shrinking as

regions are added or removed.

If a shared memory region allocation would cause the Core to allocate more

than the allotted total shared memory size (e.g., 128 MB), Starfish must free allo-

cated memory regions. To maintain function reusability, the primary candidates

for clearing are the empty regions in the free lists, regardless of size. However, if

the free lists are vacant, Starfish then clears regions referenced only by the Core,

ordered by least recent use. Starfish releases these least recently used regions until

there is enough free memory to allocate a new region. These free list structures

and policies allow Starfish to efficiently allocate and reuse shared memory regions

within a fixed total memory size.

2.4 Optimizing Centralized Library Call Execution

As library calls into the Starfish Core arrive from multiple applications, the Core

tracks identical library calls and reuses computed results across multiple applica-

tions.

While exploiting this opportunity reduces computational redundancy and pro-

motes memory reuse, it also introduces caching and concurrency challenges, in-

cluding:

• Efficiently memoizing library calls across Starfish Apps;

• Enforcing consistent code behavior;

• Handling concurrent library call requests; and

• Promoting memoization through camera frame reuse.
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Figure 2.4 : Starfish Core library call request. When receiving a library call request,

the Core retrieves the corresponding MemoCache function vector ¿ and compares

library call input arguments against the entries of the function vector ¡. If there

is no match, the Core creates a new MemoCache entry ¬. The core then executes

the vision function with the vision library, measuring the execution delay √, and

delivers the output ≈. If there is a match, the Core simulates the execution delay

ƒ, before delivering the matched entry’s output ≈.

We address these problems through thorough bookkeeping structures and poli-

cies, elaborated below.

2.4.1 Cached execution as function lookup table

The Core caches computed results to reuse library call outputs for identical library

calls with identical arguments. We design MemoCache, a two-layer structure on the

Core that tracks library call input and output arguments.

Because the search for a match must be efficient and accurate, we organize

MemoCache as a function lookup table. At its top-level, MemoCache consists of

a list of function vectors, each representing a library function symbol, e.g., resize.

Each function vector contains a list of MemoCache entries, representing previous

library calls to the library function. A MemoCache entry includes a list of pointers

to its input argument shared memory regions and a list of pointers to its output

argument shared memory regions.
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Starfish consults the MemoCache to handle library call requests, as illustrated

by Figure 2.4. The Core first retrieves the MemoCache function vector correspond-

ing to the function symbol, creating the function vector if it does not exist ¿. The

Core then matches the request’s input arguments against the contents of each entry

in the function vector ¡. Because each function vector maintains few entries (e.g.,

100s), running a memory compare (memcmp) against entry arguments is signifi-

cantly more efficient than performing a non-cryptographic hash on a library call’s

arguments. For example, on a Google Glass, we measure that computing a fnv1

hash requires approximately 19ms of processing on a 640 ⇥ 360 frame, whereas a

memcmp requires only 6µs.

If the request’s arguments do not match any function vector entries, Starfish

creates a new entry with the request’s input arguments and inserts it into the func-

tion vector ¬. It then executes the function and supplies the list of output ar-

guments to the MemoCache entry √. Starfish creates the entry prior to function

execution to support concurrent library calls, as elaborated in §2.4.3. After the

function execution, the Core returns the output to the App ≈.

If instead the request’s input arguments match those of a previous MemoCache

entry, the Core retrieves the corresponding entry ƒ and delivers its output argu-

ments to the App ≈.

As detailed in §2.3.2, Starfish clears shared memory segments to create room

for free shared memory regions. If a freed segment serves as an input or output

argument of the MemoCache entry, the Starfish Core clears the entry from its par-

ent MemoCache function vector. This effectively serves as a Least-Recently-Used

(LRU) cache eviction policy and limits the size of MemoCache.
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2.4.2 Consistent computation return timing

The rationale behind caching is that executing a library function takes much longer

than retrieving cached results. This also implies that when a Starfish App make a

library call, it could take a very different amount of time to return. This opens a

source code vulnerability due to code privacy timing attacks, similar to web pri-

vacy timing attacks from browser caching [47]. That is, if a library call returns

immediately, a developer could determine that another application had recently

requested the same library call with the same input arguments. These side chan-

nel timing attacks pose a threat to the security of the application’ proprietary al-

gorithms. Fortunately, attacks can be easily deterred by mimicking execution time

across multiple library calls.

Thus, Starfish emulates library execution time for memoized functions. When

executing a library call, √ in Figure 2.4, Starfish monitors the time it takes to run

the function, the execution delay, and stores it in the MemoCache entry. When

another App is to receive memoized results, we only return the function after

blocking execution for the same amount of time ƒ. By emulating execution de-

lay, Starfish makes it indistinguishable whether the Starfish Library is returning

a cached library call or performing the computation anew. As Starfish blocks an

App’s calling thread while waiting for the library call to return, the delay allows

App threads to temporarily sleep, thus improving system efficiency.

2.4.3 Concurrent library call requests

The Starfish Core handles requests from multiple Starfish Apps, using multiple

threads to operate on a queue of library calls in order of arrival. However, handling

multiple asynchronous library call requests introduces two concurrency issues.

First, multiple threads may wish to simultaneously read and write to a Memo-

Cache function vector, introducing concurrency dependency conflicts. Second, a

new library call request could arrive while another thread is computing the same
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function with identical arguments. Evaluating immediately would prohibit the

use of memoized results, as they would not yet be ready.

Contention over a MemoCache function vector may be created by a thread ac-

cessing the function vector to search for an input argument match, while another

thread alters the function vector by creating or deleting an entry. To solve this

contention, the Starfish Core issues a readers-writer (RW) lock [48] on each func-

tion vector. RW locks allow simultaneous read operations, but require exclusive

access for write operations. The Core issues a read-lock on a function vector while

searching its input arguments, and obtains the write-lock when inserting new en-

tries and deleting old entries. The RW lock thus allows concurrent searches over

the function vector without contention, while only pausing to update the cache. To

ensure timely updates, the Core issues write-preference on the RW lock; no new

read locks are acquired while there are pending write locks. Using one RW lock

per function vector is efficient; lock contention occurs only if there is a function

symbol collision.

To handle concurrent library calls with identical arguments, the Core issues

another lock on the delay element of the MemoCache entry – not the MemoCache

entry itself – while the Core uses the original library to execute a function. This

allows the Core to compare a library call request against any MemoCache entry’s

input arguments, but introduces a waiting period between concurrent requests; a

library call request must wait for the completion of an earlier identical library call

request. Starfish then can insert the execution delay from §2.4.2, subtracting the

time spent waiting for the first library call to complete. After the delay, Starfish

uses the output arguments as the results for the second library call.

Thus, we guarantee thread safety on the MemoCache structures, while allow-

ing non-interfering concurrent execution to proceed. As our entry delay locks are

independent, the system is deadlock-free.
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2.4.4 Camera frame reuse

As camera frames are the root data of vision tasks, Starfish establishes frame coalesc-

ing to share frames between applications to maximize function and memory reuse.

Because of the lenient timing allowance of computer vision applications, Starfish

can relax the timing of frame requests, i.e., Starfish can supply a recently captured

frame, or wait for the next frame to be captured.

Starfish does this by optionally allowing the application developer to annotate

their frame capture with a freshness latency and a patience latency. When a App re-

quests a frame, if Starfish has previously supplied a frame (to another App) within

the freshness latency, we deliver it to the requesting App. Otherwise, the App

waits for the patience latency. If Starfish captures a frame while the App is wait-

ing, then it is delivered to the waiting App. If the patience latency expires and

Starfish has not received a frame, Starfish initiates a capture to supply the frame

immediately.

Depending on the App, different freshness and patience latency bounds may

be justified. Developers of object recognition tasks may not be concerned with the

real-time immediacy of the vision task, while motion estimation applications may

have precise timing conditions. Without developer annotation, the Core measures

the time between frame capture requests, and uses this as the freshness latency,

and sets the patience latency to 0. This satisfies typical image request contracts, as

the frame rate is usually processing bound.

Sharing the coalesced frame – and all its computed derivatives – significantly

reduces the computation overhead, memory allocation, shared memory burden,

and marshalling expense on the system.
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1 void resize(const Mat& src, Mat& dst, Size * dsize, double fx=0,

double fy=0, int interp=INTER_LINEAR ){

2

3 //Input Marshallers and Inputs

4 vector<pair<IMarshaller*,void *> > mIn;

5 mIn.push_back(make_pair(&MatM,&src));

6 mIn.push_back(make_pair(&SizeM,(void*)dsize));

7 mIn.push_back(make_pair(&DoubleM,&fx));

8 mIn.push_back(make_pair(&DoubleM,&fy));

9 mIn.push_back(make_pair(&intM,&interp ));

10

11 //Output Marshallers and Outputs

12 vector<pair<IMarshaller*,void *> > mOut;

13 mOut.push_back(make_pair(&MatM,&dst));

14

15 //Function Request

16 starfishCall(CV_RESIZE, mIns, mOut);

17 }

Listing 2.1: Library hook function wrapper for resize library call. Library

hooks simply involve forwarding the correct arguments along with their object

marshallers.

2.5 Implementation

The Starfish system design described above is agnostic to vision library, device, op-

erating system, and programming language, provided that there are inter-process

communication and shared memory protocols, and that the vision library can be

dynamically linked. We implement the Starfish System to retrofit OpenCV’s C++
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library on Android 4.4.2 “KitKat” to demonstrate its feasibility. As OpenCV An-

droid Java calls operate using native JNI/C++ calls, our implementation naturally

supports the OpenCV Android library. Although OpenCV is open-source, we treat

its C++ library as closed-source, not altering any OpenCV code. However, we

intercept Java support files to capture and distribute camera frames, explored in

§2.5.2. Here, we discuss details specific to our Android implementation of Starfish.

We evaluate this Starfish implementation performance on a Google Glass, explored

in §4.4.

In our implementation, the base of the Core consists of 1099 lines of C++ code,

while the Starfish Library 489. The StarfishCameraView.java camera distribution

framework consists of 396 lines of Java code. These sets of source code can be

reused to support additional libraries with little to no modification.

On top of the base code, Starfish marshalling supports 19 OpenCV objects with

853 lines of source code and 22 OpenCV functions using 1748 lines of source code

in C++. This code is shared for the Starfish Core and Library. While seemingly

large, the marshalling codebase is simple to write, and adding new marshallable

objects and functions is straightforward, as shown in §2.5.1. Many lines of code are

spent defining repetitive object oriented prototypes.

We compile the Starfish Library into a .so file to replace the OpenCV library.

The developer’s application links to this file to become the Starfish App. Mean-

while, we compile and run the Starfish Core as an Android background service.

Android specifies Binder as their inter-process communication interface. We

implement the Starfish Core as an Android Binder service to receive calls from

the Starfish Library. Starfish uses Android’s MemoryHeapBase to generate shared

memory segments for use across the Binder. These standard Android protocols

serve as the substrate for our inter-process communication.
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2.5.1 OpenCV function hooks

The Starfish Library intercepts OpenCV calls through library hooks, providing im-

plementations for the OpenCV function headers. To complete the call, each li-

brary hook must marshal objects into shared memory and transmit them over the

Binder interface. We simplify the library hook code itself to ease the development

of additional library hooks into the Starfish Library.

To do this, we standardize an object marshaller interface IMarshaller. Each

object marshaller has three functions: (1) prescribe the required size of a shared

memory region, (2) serialize an object into a region, and (3) deserialize an object

from a region. We provide an IMarshaller implementation for each argument

data type.

To reduce source code redundancy in our implementation, we also create a

reusable function starfishCall() to handle the duties of allocating shared mem-

ory regions for the inputs, marshalling input arguments, structuring the Binder

transactions to the Starfish Core to execute the function, and unmarshalling the

output arguments. starfishCall requires a function handler, a list of input ob-

jects and their object marshallers, and a list of output objects and their object mar-

shallers. Then, as it simply needs to cycle through the lists of arguments and their

marshallers, the starfishCall is able to generically serve any Starfish library

call.

The starfishCall and IMarshaller thus reduce the effort of developing

additional OpenCV library hooks. The implementation of a library hook simply

needs to form input and output argument lists with their object marshallers, and

call the starfishCall function, as shown in Listing 2.4.4.

2.5.2 Android camera frame distribution

At the root of all vision algorithms is the camera frame, containing raw pixel scene

data. Starfish employs a frame distribution system that supports multiple applica-
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Figure 2.5 : StarfishCamView replaces OpenCV’s JavaCameraView to mul-

tiplex the single-application frame delivery to all Starfish Apps. Starfish de-

fines the onPreviewFrame() callback to transfer frames to the Starfish Core.

The Core sends frames to StarfishCamWorkers on all foreground and back-

ground Apps. Each StarfishCamWorker calls its App’s developer-defined

onCameraFrame() callback.

tions under the existing developer interface while increasing the opportunity for

frame memory reuse.

The camera device service on Android binds to a single application running in

the foreground. Fortunately, because the OpenCV framework manages frame cap-

tures, we are able to augment the existing framework to use Starfish to capture and

supply camera frames, allowing for centralized distribution of captured frames.
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Legacy Android + OpenCV Frame Capture

OpenCV provides a camera framework for Android development that operates

with minimal developer intervention, shown in Figure 2.5 (1). The developer spec-

ifies code to run on incoming frames by providing an onCameraFrame() callback

function with code to be run for each incoming frame. The developer also specifies

an OpenCV JavaCameraView SurfaceView on which to draw results.

The OpenCV Java support files provide mechanisms to route camera frames to

an application’s callback. The JavaCameraView captures the frame by providing

the onPreviewFrame() callback function and a foreground SurfaceView (itself) to

the Android Camera Framework. From the callback, it writes incoming frames into

an OpenCV InputFrame buffer. A separate CameraWorker thread continuously

runs the developer-specified onCameraFrame callback function on any incoming

frames. Frames are captured continuously to limit latency, but the CameraWorker

only triggers onCameraFrame after a previous onCameraFrame has completed.

When an application leaves the foreground, the camera service pauses, preventing

onPreviewFrame and onCameraFrame callbacks from triggering.

Starfish Camera Frame Distribution

We design a frame distribution system, illustrated in Figure 2.5 (2), to provide

camera frames to all running Starfish Apps while maintaining the same simple

OpenCV callback interface. We do this by overriding the JavaCameraView object

with our StarfishCameraView, which forces the foreground App to pipe frame

captures through the Starfish Core. In the StarfishCameraView file, we use shared

memory regions as our frame buffers and declare onPreviewFrame to deliver frames

to the Core. Changing the JavaCameraView to the StarfishCameraView requires

developer intervention in the Android XML layout file of their application.

As with the legacy system, we launch a CameraWorker thread from the Starfish-

CameraView. The CameraWorker requests and receives frames from the Core and
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calls the developer’s onCameraFrame callback on received frames. This maintains

the frame processing operation expected by the developer.

Backgrounding an application halts the Android camera service, pausing all vi-

sion activity. However, when another application’s StarfishCameraView is brought

to the foreground, its onPreviewFrame will resume providing frames to the Core,

allowing all Starfish activity to resume. Thus, Starfish frame distribution can tran-

sition seamlessly between applications as long as at least one Starfish application

is in the foreground with control of the camera.

The Starfish Core marshals frames through the same split-process shared mem-

ory system discussed in §2.3. Starfish calls can thus reuse frames in the Core with-

out further frame marshalling or allocation.

2.5.3 Single-App mode

As characterized in our evaluation in §4.4, passing arguments to the Core presents

a computational overhead – 7.2 ms per library call on our Google Glass imple-

mentation. While this overhead is negligible compared to the efficiency of sharing

vision computations across multiple applications, the overhead substantially de-

grades the performance when running a single Starfish App. Thus, if there is only

one active Starfish App, the Core tells the Starfish Library to enter Single App

Mode, simply using the original vision library to execute library calls on the App.

This eliminates the overhead of Starfish communication to preserve the application

performance of the single vision application.

During our characterization of Starfish in §4.4, we disable Single App Mode to

understand the overhead of Starfish on the vision applications.

2.6 Evaluation

We evaluate our Starfish implementation on a Google Glass, powered by a TI

OMAP4430 with a dual-core Cortex-A9. Because dynamic frequency scaling can
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Figure 2.6 : Execution time of resize and detect library call requests, with and

without marshalling reuse and shared memory reuse optimizations. Subsequent

requests made by a separate App showcase the low cache retrieval overhead com-

pared to the intensive library call.

introduce uncontrollable factors in our measurements, we pin the CPU clock fre-

quency of our evaluated Glass to a constant 600 MHz. Our evaluation seeks to

answer the following pair of questions:

How effective are major design decisions by Starfish in achieving their objectives? We

evaluate our design decisions by performing a per-call analysis of the computation

time of Starfish library calls. We analyze the impact of our optimizations discussed

in §2.3 and §2.4 to validate the effectiveness of the marshalling reuse, shared mem-

ory re-allocation, and cache search strategies.

What is the computational benefit of Starfish with concurrent applications? We quan-
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titatively analyze the impact of Starfish on multiple sets of concurrent applications

running vision tasks, employing metrics of CPU utilization (using mpstat) and

processing time for each frame. We run benchmarks of concurrent applications

that employ the same vision tasks and concurrent applications that do not. This

displays the range of benefits possible with Starfish. We also test the scalability

of Starfish, evaluating its performance ability on many simultaneous applications

and its effect on the power draw of concurrent vision applications.

2.6.1 Starfish per-call overhead

We microbenchmark a SURF feature detect() library call on a 160 ⇥ 90 frame,

producing a vector of keypoints. The computationally intensive detect library call

takes 214.5ms, exhibiting the benefits of caching expensive library calls.

We also microbenchmark a resize() library call, reducing a 640 ⇥ 360 color

image to 160 ⇥ 90. The resize() library call uses an entire frame as an input

argument and produces another frame as an output argument, challenging the

Starfish memory allocation and marshalling overhead. Furthermore, the relatively

quick processing time of the native resize() function execution, taking 20.9ms,

highlights the need to optimize Starfish overhead.

We do a per-call analysis on our microbenchmarks by averaging 15 instances

of library calls. We execute benchmarks for library calls before and after optimiza-

tions, for the first library call and subsequent library calls. We list the benchmark

results in Table 2.1 and chart the results in Figure 2.6. While unoptimized Starfish

introduces a substantial overhead of as much as 20.89ms per call, our design opti-

mizations reduce Starfish overhead by 55% – 75%.

Impact of argument and memory reuse

The transfer of input and output arguments dominates the unoptimized Starfish

overhead, occupying 84% of the processing time. This overhead can be almost
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entirely eliminated through our marshalling optimizations from §2.3.

Using ArgTrack allows Starfish Apps to track and reuse already-marshalled

arguments. This includes input frames, which are received from the Core and are

thus already in shared memory. By sending the shared memory id from ArgTrack

to send to the Core, the App completely evades the 4.5ms overhead of marshalling

the input arguments. Searching ArgTrack creates negligible overhead, on the order

of hundreds of microseconds, in marshalling inputs and receiving outputs.

Unoptimized output arguments also pose a large overhead, requiring 3.36 ms

to allocate and another 1.60 ms to deep copy. However, our Starfish Core directly

allocates library outputs into shared memory during function execution, eliminat-

ing the overhead to allocate the shared memory region and deep copy the argu-

ment objects. Furthermore, because Starfish re-allocates shared memory regions,

objects are allocated quicker, reducing the function execution time as well.

The combination of these remote execution optimization designs reduces the

per-call 16.4ms argument-passing overhead to only 3.0ms for each library call.

Impact of cache search strategies

The MemoCache reduces the overhead of computing multiple identical library

calls with identical arguments. Even with an unoptimized cache search, this poses

great benefits, as Starfish Apps avoid the large computational overhead of the

function execution – 20ms for resize(), and 215ms for detect(). Starfish uses

cache design described in §2.4 to further minimize the cache search overhead.

Our unoptimized Starfish MemoCache uses a lookup table structure with ar-

gument hash vectors to perform its searches. An fnv1 hash operates on input

arguments to organize the cache entries by hash value. This performs with a cache

search time of 3.5ms. By contrast, our decision to organize the lookup table by

function vector only involves a direct lookup on the function symbol, without re-

quiring any computation. We search the function vector by using memcmp on the
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entries. As the function vector size is fairly small, including only 10s to 100s of

entries, this poses a smaller overhead than the fnv1 hash computation. The result

is a 16% reduction in cache search time to 2.9ms.

In summary, using our design optimizations in argument reuse, shared mem-

ory reallocation, and cache structure, Starfish reduces the per-call overhead from

20.9ms to only 4.2ms. This lowers the computation time of repeated resize()

calls by 71% and repeated detect() calls by 97%, reducing per-frame processing

time by 15 ms and 210 ms respectively.

2.6.2 Multi-App performance

We next analyze the ability of Starfish to service concurrent Apps. We employ

foundational vision tasks as benchmarks to examine the benefits and overhead of

Starfish on Apps that do and do not use the same vision tasks.

Benchmark vision tasks

We evaluate Starfish App performance using benchmark vision tasks of Face Recog-

nition, Object Recognition, and Scene Geometry. Apps employ these vision tasks

to perform a diverse set of duties, as described below. While these tasks do not

comprehensively cover the expansive OpenCV library, these selected computa-

tions serve as a basis for many vision applications that can potentially run con-

currently. In our evaluation, each of our Apps receives the camera stream through

the Starfish frame distribution. The App sends the frame through each benchmark

vision task, which begins by converting the frame to grayscale, and resizing it to

160⇥ 90. We include these pre-processing steps in our evaluation results.

Face recognition algorithms detect and identify individuals in an image, useful for

applications such as social network taggers and alert notification services. Face
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recognition consists of two components: detection and classification. The Viola-Jones

face detection algorithm compares a computed integral image against a cascade of

pre-trained Haar-like classifiers. If a region passes all cascade layers, the algo-

rithm determines it to be the region containing a face. Face classification identifies

detected faces by matching against a tagged dataset of faces. The Local Binary

Pattern-based algorithm compares a matrix of spatial histograms from the image

with a database of pre-trained spatial histogram matrices. The nearest-neighbor is

determined to be the identity. Under controlled lighting and well-posed images,

the face classification operates with 97% accuracy [49]. On the Glass, running na-

tively outside of Starfish, face recognition performs at 4.36 frames per second (FPS)

with a memory footprint of 61.28 MB.

Homography mapping estimates a camera’s relative motion is through plane-to-plane

mappings, which can be useful for applications such as indoor map localization

and obstacle awareness. To compute a homography, we compute SURF corner

points and match them between two frames in a camera stream. On the matched

pairs, we use the RANSAC algorithm and a least squares regression to generate

a homography matrix, revealing the geometric transform between two camera

frames. Running natively, scene homographies performs at 3.54 FPS with a mem-

ory footprint of 59.97 MB.

Object detection recognizes food items, brand logos, and office keys, enhancing ap-

plications such as life-loggers and reminder notifications. A popular algorithm for

object recognition uses Bag-of-Words (BoW), which forms a collection of salient vi-

sual features and compares them to a pre-trained dataset. We used SURF to form

the input vector of corners and feature descriptors. These feature descriptors are

then compared against the BoW dataset using a Support Vector Machine. Running

natively, object recognition performs at 1.17 FPS with a memory footprint of 59.7
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Table 2.1 : Execution time for first and subsequent calls to library functions.

Reuse optimizations reduce Starfish overhead by 36%–71%

detect()

Unoptimized

Request

Starfish

Reuse

Subsequent

Request

Subsequent

w/ Reuse

Prepare Inputs 1.71 ± 0.29 0.10 ± 0.01 1.70 ± 0.30 0.09 ± 0.02

Send Inputs 4.33 ± 2.24 1.12 ± 0.12 4.13 ± 2.54 1.30 ± 0.20

Search MemoCache 3.57 ± 0.42 2.67 ± 0.18 2.90 ± 0.20 2.81 ± 0.15

Execute Function 216.46 ± 20.84 210.94 ± 22.07 – –

Allocate Out 3.56 ± 1.00 – – –

Marshall Out 3.77 ± 1.04 0.25 ± 0.03 – –

Transfer Out 1.14 ± 0.43 1.08 ± 0.11 1.15 ± 0.11 1.11 ± 0.05

Total Exec. Time 234.55 ± 26.26 216.15 ± 14.00 9.88 ± 1.07 5.31 ± 0.12

Starfish Overhead 18.08 ± 3.19 5.21 ± 0.38 9.88 ± 1.07 5.31 ± 0.12

resize()

Unoptimized

Request

Starfish

Reuse

Subsequent

Request

Subsequent

w/ Reuse

Prepare Inputs 6.72 ± 0.31 0.11 ± 0.02 1.58 ± 0.29 0.15 ± 0.03

Send Inputs 4.54 ± 2.38 1.55 ± 0.27 4.13 ± 2.61 1.70 ± 0.35

Search MemoCache 3.43 ± 0.40 2.87 ± 0.19 2.67 ± 0.18 3.04 ± 0.27

Execute Function 20.85 ± 2.56 18.17 ± 2.43 – –

Allocate Out 3.36 ± 1.02 – – –

Marshall Out 1.60 ± 1.01 0.21 ± 0.05 – –

Transfer Out 1.25 ± 0.39 1.11 ± 0.21 1.09 ± 0.24 1.21 ± 0.05

Total Exec. Time 41.74 ± 3.60 24.02 ± 4.20 9.47 ± 0.97 6.10 ± 0.41

Starfish Overhead 20.89 ± 2.08 5.85 ± 0.39 9.47 ± 0.97 6.10 ± 0.41
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MB.

Overhead and benefits on App combinations

When running the Starfish Apps at a fixed 600 MHz clock frequency on the Google

Glass, mpstat indicated that the system maintained a CPU utilization average of

approximately 60%, regardless of the number and type of applications running.

This is likely due to thermal throttling. However, the application workloads sig-

nificantly affect the time it takes to process each frame through vision computa-

tions, impacting the effective frame rate. We use the processing time as our metric

to evaluate Starfish performance. We list the processing time performance in Ta-

ble 2.2.

Our benchmarks consist of seven combinations of Apps running vision tasks.

In a potential scenario, a mobile device would run simultaneous background ap-

plications running multiple vision tasks, e.g., logging social interactions with face

recognition, memorize object placement with object recognition, observing scene

changes with homography fitting. This combination is represented by the 7th row

of Table 2.2.

Different combinations of vision tasks hold different potentials for library call

sharing. Object recognition and homography fitting both utilize SURF compu-

tations on the input frame but utilize different library calls later in their stream

(RANSAC and SVM). Face recognition uses a different set of features entirely, com-

puting Viola Jones and LBPH algorithms to detect and classify faces. All of our

benchmarks resize the input frame and convert it to grayscale. We also simultane-

ously run two instances of the benchmarks (column x2). This represents running

multiple Apps using the same vision task, such as a photo tagger and a lifelogger

both using face recognition.

Our benchmarks reveal the overhead of running Starfish. In isolation, Starfish

adds at most 30 ms of processing time per frame. At this low overhead, the per-
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formance impact of running Starfish on a single vision task only increases frame

processing time by 10% at most. (Although, as mentioned in §2.5.3, one should not

activate Starfish for use with a single App.)

Starfish’s efficiency benefits become apparent when running multiple identical

vision tasks. While native processing time is doubled when running two tasks,

Starfish maintains the performance within 22% of the original frame processing

time. This reduces the per-frame processing time of running two identical vision

task instances by 35%–41%. Non-identical combinations combinations of appli-

cations also benefited from Starfish efficiency. Through sharing the resize()

library call on the input frame; Starfish decreased the processing time of Homog/-

Face and Face/Obj by 5.5% and 4.7% respectively. Starfish performed best when

sharing SURF features for Homog/Obj, reducing processing time by 22%. The

combination of Homog/Face/Obj fell inbetween these, reducing processing time

by 9.7%.

Computational benefits continue to scale with additional vision tasks. As shown

in Figure 2.7, natively running additional face recognition Apps significantly limits

the frame rate, dropping to 0.3 frames per second when running 10 Apps. How-

ever, using Starfish, the frame rate degrades at a much reduced pace, sustaining 1.8

frames per second when running 10 Apps. Thus, Starfish provides App scalability,

as many Apps can run with minimally impacted frame rate performance.

CPU utilization and system efficiency

Stemming from constant activity, high CPU utilization contributes to the high

power draw of systems running vision applications. For tasks with relaxed frame

rates, the Starfish reduction of processing time reduces the CPU utilization, and in

turn, the energy consumption and heat generation of the system.

We characterize this by running face recognition vision tasks at a fixed frame

rate of 0.3 FPS. At this rate, a single application’s average CPU utilization is 5.3%,
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Table 2.2 : Average processing time per frame (seconds) on homography, face

recognition, and object recognition benchmarks, running natively (NAT) and with

Starfish (SF). x1 runs a single benchmark instance; x2 runs a pair of instances.

Benchmarks NAT x1 NAT x2 SF x1 SF x2

Homog 0.282 0.513 0.310 0.332

Face 0.230 0.438 0.239 0.271

Obj 0.855 1.692 0.864 1.001

Homog/Face 0.577 1.135 0.547 0.611

Face/Obj 0.496 1.014 0.472 0.525

Homog/Obj 1.185 2.202 0.918 1.012

Homog/Obj/Face 1.288 2.616 1.164 1.355

processing at 60% CPU utilization for 230ms, then idling near 1% for the remainder

of a frame period. Without Starfish, the CPU utilization will grow linearly with the

number of application instances, as each App will need to perform its own 230ms

of processing. Starfish allows multiple applications to share the same processing;

when running 10 simultaneous face recognition applications at 0.3 FPS, Starfish

keeps the average CPU utilization below 13%, limiting the power draw to an av-

erage of about 1210 mW, as measured with a Monsoon Power Monitor. The same

applications without Starfish natively draw an average of 2263 mW at 60% CPU

utilization. The reduced power overhead also reduces the device heat generation.

As reported in [50], each watt of average power consumption constitutes a 11 �C

increase in surface temperature. Thus, Starfish provides more comfortable use and

longer battery life to systems running concurrent vision applications with shared

library calls.
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In summary, we find that Starfish provides efficient, scalable support for multi-

ple simultaneous vision Apps. The argument reuse, shared memory reallocation,

and cache structure designs significantly reduce the per-call overhead of Starfish,

which in turn allows for applications to transparently and efficiently share library

computation results.

2.7 Related Work

Three groups of research work are related to Starfish. First, remote execution or

offloading partitions applications to run on disjoint resources, such as the cloud

or cloudlet. Starfish has a different objective and faces different challenges. The

goal of eliminating redundant computation by vision tasks across multiple appli-

cations dictates that Starfish use library calls as the boundary of splitting, instead

of VMs, e.g., Gabriel [30], or threads, e.g., COMET [42] and CloneCloud [44]. Our

need to support unmodified applications and libraries prevents the use of new

programming models, e.g., Odessa [51]. MAUI [43] is related in its use of library

call boundary and support of largely unmodified applications. Starfish, however,

leverages that the Core and Apps run on the same system and optimizes RPC over

shared memory, as shown in §2.3.

Second, privilege separation splits computations across processes to isolate data

privileges to specific parts of an application for security purposes [52–54]. Some of

these works actually split a program across the boundary of a library, like Starfish.

For example, in [53], Murray and Hand use disaggregated libraries to run an appli-

cation across multiple Xen hypervisor domains. This provides complete isolated

protection between the host process and the disaggregated library. To share data,

they use a shared memory area which only grants control to the library upon ex-

ecution attempts. CodeJail [54] separates library calls into a separate process to

isolate memory interactions. It can switch between trusted and untrusted library

memory to ensure that library interactions only modify expected memory. Starfish,
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in contrast, does not place trust restrictions on the data provided to each App or

the Core library processing. As vision algorithms only operate on the input and

output arguments, all updates are provided through the library calls. Thus, as

any state changes are encoded as output arguments of the function request, the

Starfish Core does not alter existing App memory. Furthermore, each App has full

privilege to read and write to its memory; Copy-on-Write preserves shared mem-

ory alterations from affecting other Apps. This allows Starfish to supply output

arguments across many applications through our function cache, as described in

§2.4.

Finally, reusing computation results, widely known as memoization, is an es-

tablished computing methodology, as embodied by the dynamic programming

paradigm. Indeed, advanced techniques exist for single applications, including

automatic creation of memoization functions [34, 35] and dynamic analysis to de-

termine the effectiveness of caching memoized results [55]. However, these tech-

niques avoid complex objects and data structures in the input and output param-

eters of the functions. Additionally, the memoization takes place within a single

application, whereas Starfish faces the challenge of maintaining consistent applica-

tion performance and preventing developers from determining whether an object

was cached or not, as shown in §2.4.2.

2.8 Discussion and Future Investigation

2.8.1 Exploiting library modification

We avoid modifying the vision library to preserve existing function behavior. To

maintain backward compatibility, libraries rarely change APIs, even with iterative

versioning. Until the release of OpenCV version 3.0 in June 2015, OpenCV function

headers had remained identical since OpenCV version 2.4.0, released April 2012

[56]. However, it is possible to fork OpenCV source code, and library integration
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Figure 2.7 : Maximum frame rate of running simultaneous face recognition apps,

with and without Starfish.

for Starfish would allow for deeper optimization. For example, data structures

with shared pointers could be exploited for rapid transparent marshalling.

2.8.2 Exploring developer programming models

Starfish takes the assumption of a procedural programming model; vision library

function calls block thread execution to completion. Starfish uses these library

function calls to track redundancy, and exploits the blocking nature of the function

calls to mimic execution time when retrieving cached results. An extended investi-

gation should look into the efficacy of Starfish for a variety of programming mod-

els. For example, a dataflow programming model, wherein an application speci-

fies a directed graph of vision operations on vision objects, would allow Starfish to

readily predict the concurrent redundancy of different vision calls before the exe-

cution takes place. This would allow system optimizations, including a prepara-

tion of shared memory, and would ease the caching decisions for computed results.

Adopting dataflow models would also introduce additional challenges regarding

a fair ordering and timing amongst multiple dataflow graphs while maintaining

application isolation with single-app performance.
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Similarly, Starfish could be adapted for an event-based programming model,

wherein applications subscribe to vision function services. As the vision func-

tion services compute library functions, they can simultaneously trigger multiple

Starfish applications with the results. In such a model, Starfish could be extended

by using caching service subscription to track redundancy. An investigation into

Starfish efficacy among multiple programming models can motivate the adoption

of a drastically different programming framework for efficient continuous mobile

vision.

2.8.3 Extending developer annotation

Starfish targets developer transparency, such that developers need not know

the mechanisms underlying Starfish. However, developers may wish to publi-

cize which vision library calls their applications use. Using public annotation to

relax developer privacy would allow for improved joint application performance

as different developers share common library calls.

Slight difference in specific parameters of a library call will prevent an applica-

tion from leveraging a previous computation. Developers could annotate a range

of parameters that satisfies their function request. This would allow Starfish to

select parameters that maximize computational sharing.

2.8.4 Optimizing Core execution via specialized hardware and code offload

As mentioned in the related work, devices can offload execution to a networked

resource for high efficiency. Devices can also use increasingly present vision hard-

ware and heterogeneous units; the upcoming OpenVX API [57] will increase the

availability and utility of specialized vision hardware. The Starfish Core can act

as the central hub for offloaded processing, aggregating decisions regarding trade-

offs in latency, efficiency, and workload across all library calls. The Core could also

use centralized knowledge to improve system cache efficiency for the hardware
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resources, e.g., by ordering operations for optimal spatial reuse of the memory

cache.

2.8.5 Broader use of Starfish beyond vision processing:

Beyond vision libraries, Starfish can enhance other libraries that are computation-

ally intensive with frequent calls to deterministic functions, e.g., those processing

sensor data such as speech and gesture recognition. We foresee that adoption of

wearable devices will warrant more concurrent always-on tasks that are serviced

by such sensor-processing libraries. In addition to efficiency benefits, Starfish also

helps guard applications from untrusted libraries. With Starfish, an application

can contain untrusted libraries in a separate process (the Core) and only needs to

entrust applications with data relevant to library function arguments.

2.9 Chapter Summary

While current mobile systems are provisioned to provide vision services to a single

foreground application, our envisioned future entails multiple continuous mobile

vision applications concurrently running in the background. To efficiently extend

vision services to support multiple applications, we design Starfish, employing

split-process execution to reduce redundant vision computations across multiple

processes. The Starfish design incorporates argument reuse, shared memory re-

allocation, and caching policies to minimize the overhead of operating on library

call requests. We demonstrate Starfish’s effectiveness through a Google Glass im-

plementation, evaluating the system performance of running concurrent vision

applications. We demonstrate that Starfish provides scalable benefits with addi-

tional applications; with a workload of two to ten concurrent face recognition ap-

plications that typically increases the computational burden from 10% to 60% CPU

utilization, Starfish maintains a CPU utilization under 13%, which in turn reduces

system power consumption by 19% – 58%, as Starfish maintains a power consump-
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tion at approximately 1210 mW. Starfish thus scales efficient system performance

to concurrent vision applications.

While Starfish reduces the overhead of concurrency, the vision system stack still

incurs significant power consumption in capturing and processing images. In the

next chapter, we characterize the image sensor as a major contributor to the energy

consumption. Notably, as the analog readout chain of the sensor draws high static

power consumption, typical use of the image sensor is not energy-proportional

to the spatiotemporal resolution of the frame capture. To amend this, we pro-

pose driver-level power management mechanisms of clock scaling and aggressive

standby, leading to energy-proportional image capture.
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Chapter 3

Energy Proportional Image Capture

Though the previous chapter studies the concurrent common processing of vision

applications, vision sensing typically begins with the capture of an image frame

through an image sensor. Unfortunately, image sensors are power-hungry, con-

suming hundreds of milliwatts of static and dynamic power consumption. More-

over, in modern usage, image sensors are not energy-proportional: energy per

pixel is inversely proportional to the frame rate and resolution of image capture.

Thus, image capture systems fail to provide an important principle of energy-

aware system design: trading quality for energy efficiency.

In this chapter, we provide a comprehensive treatment of the energy charac-

teristics of CMOS image sensors in the context of computer vision applications.

In particular, we consider (i) how the energy consumption of an image sensor is

related to its image quality requirements, i.e., frame rate and resolution, (ii) how

the energy consumption can be reduced from a systems perspective, and (iii) how

the energy consumption can be reduced through image sensor hardware improve-

ments. Our study includes fine-grained power measurement, modeling, prototyp-

ing, and model-driven simulation.

First, in Section 3.2, we report a detailed power characterization of five CMOS

image sensors from two major vendors in the mobile market, breaking down the

power consumption by major components and by operational modes. Based on

the measurements and our understanding of image sensor internals, we construct

power models that relate energy consumption to image quality requirements, in-

cluding frame rate, resolution, and exposure time. By varying frame rate and res-
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olution, we study the energy proportionality of image sensors; in particular, we con-

sider how the energy cost for collecting a constant number of pixels changes when

the frame rate and resolution changes. We observe that while power consumption

decreases when frame rate or resolution drops, the energy per pixel increases sig-

nificantly, up to 100 times more when reducing frame rate from 30 frames per sec-

ond (FPS) to 1 FPS, which suggests poor energy proportionality. This observation

suggests a key barrier in applying a well-known principle in energy-aware system

design [58]: sacrifice quality – in this case, via frame rate and resolution reduction

– for energy efficiency. Our characterization also reveals that the analog part of im-

age sensors not only consumes a large portion of the power consumption (33-85%

of sensor power) but also constitutes the bottleneck of energy proportionality.

Second, in Section 3.3, our investigation reveals two unexplored driver-level

mechanisms for improving energy proportionality: clock scaling and aggressive

standby. Modern image sensors allow a wide range of external clock frequencies,

but mobile systems often supply a clock of fixed frequency. We show that given the

image requirement, there exists a frequency at which an image sensor consumes

the lowest energy per pixel. Thus, an optimal frequency can result in energy sav-

ings through clock scaling. Modern image sensors also provide a standby mode

in which the entire image sensor is put into a non-functional, low-power mode.

We show that standby mode can be applied between frames when the frame rate

and resolution are sufficiently low. We call this optimization aggressive standby. We

show that by combining clock scaling and aggressive standby, the energy propor-

tionality of image sensing can be significantly improved, leading to almost con-

stant energy per pixel across a wide range of image quality requirements and over

40% efficiency improvement when image quality requirement is low, e.g., 0.1 MP

per frame and 5 FPS.

Finally, in Section 3.4, using computer vision benchmarks and the data collected

from the characterization, we demonstrate the quality vs. energy tradeoffs of im-
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age sensors with and without applying the optimizations described above. For

continuous image registration on video, useful for image mosaicking and depth

estimation, we can achieve a 36% power reduction by choosing an optimal clock

frequency, and a 95% power reduction by using aggressive standby. Our suggested

architectural modifications of image sensors can further reduce power consump-

tion for low quality modes. For example, by putting components in standby dur-

ing exposure the power can be further reduced by 30%.

3.1 Background: CMOS Image Sensors

As discussed earlier, modern mobile systems employ CMOS image sensors [59]

due to their low power and low cost. CMOS image sensors are an active area of

circuit research, where power consumption, image quality and cost of fabrication

have been the main focus areas for improvement. However, mobile systems in-

tegrate these image sensors with such a narrowly defined hardware and software

interface that typically only the frame resolution and sometimes the frame rate

can be changed in software. More importantly, as we show later, reducing the

image quality at system-level does not currently provide significant power reduc-

tion. The image sensor remains a black box to system and application developers

with its system behavior, in particular power consumption, not well understood.

While cameras use optical and mechanical elements to focus light to the plane of

the image sensor, we specifically discuss various electronic components and con-

trols related to the image quality and power consumption after the light reaches

the sensor.

A typical image sensor is a single chip that includes the following components

as illustrated by Figure 3.1. The pixel array consists of an array of pixels; each

pixel employs a photodetector and several transistors to convert light into charge

stored in a capacitor. The analog signal chain employs active amplifiers and Analog-

to-Digital-Converters (ADC) to convert the voltage of the capacitor into a digital
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Figure 3.1 : General image sensor architecture

output. Serial readout sensors employ a single analog signal chain for the sensor,

while column-parallel readout sensors use one analog signal chain for each pixel

column. The image signal processor performs basic digital image processing, such

as demosaicking, denoising and white-balancing. The I/O controller interfaces the

image sensor over the system bus, usually connecting to the application proces-

sor in a mobile system. Along with streaming frame data, the I/O controller also

receives instructions used to set the internal registers of the image sensor that de-

termine the sensor’s operational mode and parameters including frame rate and

resolution. The digital controller manages the timed execution of the operations of

the image sensor.

3.1.1 Electronic shutter (exposure control)

CMOS image sensors employ an electronic shutter to control the exposure time, T
exp

,

the length of time during which light can enter the sensor before a pixel capacitor

is read out. Long exposures are used for low-light indoors scenes, while short

exposures are used for bright outdoors scenes. There are two types of electronic

shutters. (i) A rolling shutter, as shown in Figure 3.2, clears a row of pixels T
exp

before it is to be read out. The rolling shutter then waits to clear the next row to
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prepare another row for exposure. The rolling nature allows the readout of some

rows to overlap with exposure of other rows. However, with moving scenes, this

causes temporal problems; although each row is exposed for a duration of T
exp

, the

top row of the frame is exposed much earlier than the bottom row of the sensor.

(ii) A global shutter clears all rows of the pixel array simultaneously. After T
exp

of exposure, the charge is transferred to a shielded area, a memory that maintains

the state of the captured frame and frees the pixel array to subsequent exposure.

As rows are read out from the shielded area, they do not face the moving effects

suffered from rolling shutter operation. However, global shutters require memory

for all pixels, and thus require expensive and complicated designs.

A programmable shutter width dictates the exposure time allotted by the elec-

tronic shutter. This allows systems developers to program the camera to operate in

different ambient light environments. The shutter width is held as a register value

in the sensor and is implemented by the digital controller, which resets the charge

of the pixel array capacitors appropriately.

3.1.2 Power, clock, & operational modes

On mobile devices, the sensor is powered by multiple voltage rails, supplying the

pixel array, the analog signal chain, the image processor, and the digital controller
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independently. We exploit these separate power rails to measure the power con-

sumption of the various image sensor components and provide a characterization

of the chip in Section 3.2.

An image sensor also uses an external pixel clock. The clock controls the speed

of the digital readout. Typically, an image sensor outputs one pixel per clock pe-

riod. Higher clock speeds allow sensors to process frames at different speeds, but

consume significantly more power.

An image sensor typically provides two operational modes: streaming and

standby. In streaming mode, the sensor alternates between two states: an idle state

and an active state. During the idle state, the sensor is on and may be undergoing

exposure, but the analog signal chain is not yet active to read out the pixel array.

In the active state, the analog signal chain reads out the pixel array, the digital el-

ements process the image and the I/O controller streams the frame out from the

sensor. In Figure 3.2, the image sensor is in the streaming mode, alternating be-

tween T
active

and T
idle

. Because of the rolling shutter operation, T
exp

can expose

rows while rows are being read out during the T
active

state.

In standby mode, much of the image sensor chip is put in a low-power mode

with clock and/or power gated, but all register states are maintained, which allows

for rapid wakeup. Standby mode consumes minimal power (0.5 - 1.5 mW). This

mode is intended for taking snapshots where preview is not required; the sensor

can remain in standby mode, wakeup to take a picture, and then return to standby.

3.1.3 Spatiotemporal sensor configuration

Typical image sensors provide controls to vary the quality of the frame, allowing

for tradeoffs between frame resolution, field-of-view, frame rate, and power con-

sumption. These are maintained by register values set through the I/O controller

and controlled with the digital controller. We detail these operations below.

Frame rate R: The frame rate is the number of frames per second in the output
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stream. It is usually dictated by the system developer. The frame time, T
frame

=

1/R, is the inverse of the frame rate. The minimum frame time is limited by the

number of pixels in the image and the clock frequency. However, the frame time

can be elongated by programming vertical blanking, which adds a number of “blank

rows” to the image for timing purposes. Each blank row takes the same amount

of time as reading a row out from the frame, but many components may be idle

during the blanking time. The vertical blanking is manifested as rows of zeros

in the image stream, and can be discarded by the processor receiving the output

stream. Increased vertical blanking thus effectively raises the frame time, lowering

the frame rate.

Frame resolution N : The frame resolution N indicates the number of pixels in

the image, and directly influences the data transfer, processing, and storage re-

quirements of the image sensor system. N can be reduced with two mechanisms:

windowing and subsampling. Windowing directs the image sensor to output a smaller

rectangular window of the frame, as shown in Figure 3.3. By specifying the size

and location of the window, the system can request outputs with reduced fields-of-

view. In contrast, subsampling preserves the field-of-view, but produces a “resized”

lower resolution image. Image sensors use one of two techniques to achieve sub-

sampling: (i) Row/Column Skipping skips sampling every other row or column of

pixels. As a result, many pixels are not sent to the image processor, leading to

rapid subsampled readout of an image. On the other hand, (ii) Row/Column Bin-

ning combines the values of adjacent pixels in the image processor after the analog

signal chain. Groups of adjacent pixels create a single pixel value, reducing high-

frequency aliasing effects and noise in the subsampled image. These techniques

are shown in Figure 3.3.
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3.2 Energy Characterization of CMOS Image Sensors

In this section, we report a characterization study of the energy consumption of

several state-of-the-art CMOS image sensors. In particular, we evaluate the energy

per pixel under various frame rates and resolutions, which are relevant to computer

vision applications. We have three objectives. First, we want a thorough under-

standing of how image sensors consume power in their major components. Sec-

ond, we want to identify effective mechanisms to achieve the same quality with the

lowest energy per pixel. And finally, we want to identify problems in the energy

proportionality of existing and emerging image sensors: why does the energy-per-

pixel increase as quality requirements decrease?

3.2.1 Apparatus and image sensors

We use a National Instruments USB-6212 16-Bit, 400 kilosample/second DAQ de-

vice for power measurements. We characterize five image sensors from two major

vendors of CMOS image sensors for the mobile market, as summarized by Ta-

ble 3.1. By concurrently measuring the current into various voltage rails we are

able to infer the power characteristics of the internal components of modern image

sensors.

3.2.2 Breakdown by components

We next provide our measurement results regarding the power consumption of the

image sensors in idle and active modes, i.e., P
idle

and P
active

, and their breakdown

into major components.

P
active

breakdown: We find that in the active state, the analog read-out circuitry

consumes 70-85% of the total power, except for in B3, where it consumes only 33%,

due to the column-parallel readout of its analog signal chain. The digital controller

and image processing consumes 5%. The I/O controller that manages external
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Table 3.1 : Characterized image sensors and their measured power consumptions

at 24 MHz pixel clock

Max. Res. P
active

P
idle

Market

A1 2592x1944 163.5 mW 161.9 mW Snapshot

A2 768x506 189.5 mW 141.8 mW Automotive

B1 3264x2448 338.6 mW 225.4 mW Mobile

B2 2592x1944 225.1 mW 218.6 mW Mobile

B3 752x480 137.1 mW 105.9 mW Security

communication consumes 10-15%. The breakdowns are shown for each sensor in

Figure 3.4. Notably, the bulk of the power is consumed by the analog signal chain,

due to numerous power-hungry ADCs, which continues to be the trend reported

in recent image sensor designs, [60–62].

P
idle

breakdown: Between frame captures, the sensors enter the idle state, where

they still consume considerable power. The analog signal chain and image pro-

cessor are powered during the idle state, but do not actively process pixels. In

addition, I/O chains typically remain active during the idle state in order to com-

municate with the sensor to output blank rows or wait for register changes. As a

result, the power of many components is typically reduced during the idle state.

However, the amount of disparity depends on the image sensor architecture. For

A2, B1 and B3, the analog power drops 15-45%. For A1 and B2, the analog compo-

nents reduce their power minimally, less than 1%. The digital components for all

of the sensors drop 10-55% and 3% for A1 and B2. For B2, the I/O power drops

40% and for A1 the I/O power drops 8%.
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Figure 3.4 : Average power of various rails in active state (a) and idle state (b), at

24 MHz
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Figure 3.5 : Power behavior for single capture (a), standard sequential capture (b)

and sequential capture with aggressive standby mode (c)

3.2.3 Energy consumption per frame

We next examine the energy consumption per frame. Modern image sensors are

programmed to capture a single frame (single shot) or to capture sequentially

(video). For sequential frame capture, energy consumption per frame can be equiv-
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Figure 3.6 : Power waveform of image sensors. Analog (blue), digital (green), and

I/O (red) voltage rails. For (c), the magenta line is the PLL voltage rail.

alently evaluated by the average power consumption in tandem with the frame

rate.

In both cases, the energy consumption per frame depends on the power con-

sumption of the operational modes and how much time the sensor spends in each

mode. That is,

E
frame

= P
idle

T
idle

+ P
active

T
active

(3.1)

From measurements and data sheets, we find that T
active

is determined by the

clock frequency, as one pixel is read out for every clock period. As the readout

is pipelined with the digital processing and output of the image sensor, we can

estimate:

T
active

⇡ N/f (3.2)

The idle time T
idle

is determined by the exposure time for single frame captures
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and the frame rate for sequential frame captures. Figure 3.6 shows the power traces

measured from the power rails of all of the sensors under sequential capture. The

typical power consumption waveform clearly shows that the sensor alternately

undergoes the active and idle states.

Single frame capture: For capturing a single photo, we care about the energy

consumption for capturing a frame, Esingle

frame

. Figure 3.5a shows the power behavior

of capturing a single image. The sensor must undergo exposure for T
exp

, which

ranges from 0.1 ms to 70 ms, depending on the lighting environment of the scene

and the aperture size of the camera system (f/2.8 for typical smartphone cameras).

The frame is then read out during T
active

, after which the sensor may turn off. Thus,

the energy consumption of a single frame capture can be simply modeled by in-

serting T
idle

= T
exp

into Equation (3.1):

Esingle

frame

= P
idle

T
exp

+ P
active

T
active

(3.3)

Sequential frame capture: For sequentially capturing images, such as for video,

we care about the average power consumption, P
seq

. Figure 3.5b shows the power

behavior of capturing sequential frames at a frame rate of R. Exposure can occur

in either the active and idle states but because the exposure itself does not con-

sume much power, this does not affect the overall power consumption. A cycle of

capturing a frame can be clearly broken into two parts: the active state and the idle

state, i.e., T
frame

= T
idle

+ T
active

. When the frame rate R is low, T
idle

can be signifi-

cant. The average power of sequential frame capture can be modeled as follows:

P
seq

=
P
idle

· (T
frame

� T
active

) + P
active

· T
active

T
frame

(3.4)
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Figure 3.7 : Modeled energy per frame in sequential frame capture without and

with aggressive standby (1 MP frame)

3.2.4 Energy proportionality

In this section, we explore the energy implications of varying the quality param-

eters of frame capture. In particular, we vary the frame rate and resolution of the

frame capture, model the power implications, and perform measurements for ver-

ification. Our measurements indicate that current image sensors are not energy

proportional, as the energy consumption per pixel increases as the quality require-

ment decreases.
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, i.e., Esingle
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N/f
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Figure 3.9 : Measured energy per megapixel for subsampled single frame capture

with short T
exp

, i.e., Esingle

frame

(N)/N ⇡ P
active

/f

Frame rate

With a fixed clock frequency, the maximum frame rate of the sensor is the inverse

of T
active

. However, as explained in Section 3.1.3, the frame rate can be reduced by

inserting blanking time. Then, for a given frame rate R, the energy per frame is:

Eseq

frame

(R) = P
idle

(1/R� T
active

) + P
active

T
active

= P
idle

/R + (P
active

� P
idle

)T
active

(3.5)

Thus, we expect the energy per frame to increase as the frame rate decreases, as

the power consumption becomes dominated by the idle power consumption. This

is shown in Figure 3.7 by inserting measured P
active

and P
idle

values into the above

equation. For each of the sensors, as the framerate drops from 20 FPS to 1 FPS, the

energy per frame increases by an order of magnitude. Thus, image sensors are not

energy proportional to frame rate. Instead, their energy per pixel increases as the

performance requirement in terms of frame rate drops. In Section 3.3, we will show

how the energy proportionality can be significantly improved by aggressively ap-

plying a power-saving standby mode during the idle state.
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Resolution

When changing the resolution of the frame through subsampling or windowing

techniques, fewer pixels are read out. Equation 3.2 indicates that T
active

is propor-

tional to the number of pixels and so a lower resolution will result in a shorter

active time. Conversely, our measurements indicate that P
active

and P
idle

are only

minimally influenced by the number of pixels, and thus remain unchanged for the

purposes of our model. Then, we can model the energy for a single frame capture

by plugging the numbers into Equation 3.1:

Esingle

frame

(N) = P
active

N/f + P
idle

T
exp

(3.6)

Esingle

frame

(N)/N = P
active

/f +
P
idle

T
exp

N
(3.7)

For small T
exp

, the second term is negligible. In this case, the energy per frame is

reduced proportionally to N , as shown in Figure 3.8, and the energy per megapixel

is nearly constant, as shown in Figure 3.9. Among sensors A1, A2, B1, and B2,

the energy per megapixel is around 6 - 8 mJ/MP. B3 consumes lower energy per

megapixel (3 mJ/MP), due to the low-analog-power nature of its column-parallel

readout.

For sequential frame capture at constant frame rate, a shorter T
active

requires a

longer T
idle

to keep T
frame

constant. Then, building on Equation 3.5, with R fixed,

we can model the energy of a frame and energy per megapixel as:

Eseq

frame

(N) = (P
active

� P
idle

)N/f +
P
idle

R
(3.8)

Eseq

frame

(N)/N = (P
active

� P
idle

)/f +
P
idle

RN
(3.9)

Given a constant frame rate R and a small resolution N , the energy per megapixel

is dominated by the second term and is thus inversely related to the resolution of

the subsampled frame, as shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11, generated by simulating
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various framerate and resolution combinations with measured P
active

and P
idle

val-

ues. For example, for A1 at 1 FPS, the energy per megapixel rises by an order of

magnitude as the resolution is dropped from 3 MP to 0.3 MP. Thus, as resolution

is decreased, the energy per megapixel increases.

Our models and measurements indicate that current image sensors are not en-

ergy proportional to image quality reductions in framerate and resolution. In al-

most all cases, reducing the quality results in drastically higher energy per megapixel.

The exception is the energy per megapixel of a subsampled single image capture,

which remains relatively constant as resolution is decreased. In the next two sec-

tions, we explore existing mechanisms and propose future mechanisms to push

towards energy proportionality.
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Figure 3.10 : Modeled energy per megapixel for subsampled sequential capture

based on P
active

and P
idle

measurements at 5 FPS. Aggressive standby (from Sec-

tion 3.3) is represented by the dashed line.

3.3 Driver-based Power Management for Energy-Proportionality

In this section, we exploit hardware mechanisms supported by modern CMOS im-

age sensors to improve their energy efficiency. The key question we try to answer

is: given the frame rate (R) and resolution (N ), what is the optimal configuration of an

image sensor to achieve the lowest energy per frame? The answer to this question can be
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Figure 3.11 : Modeled energy per megapixel for subsampled sequential capture

based on P
active

and P
idle

measurements at 1 FPS. Aggressive standby (from Sec-

tion 3.3) is represented by dashed line.

implemented by the mobile system’s image sensor driver to configure the sensor

for energy efficiency when receiving requests from computer vision applications.

We identify two important existing power-saving mechanisms, clock scaling and

standby mode, and answer the question by exploiting them. Modern mobile sys-

tems do not change the clock frequency of their image sensors nor do they ap-

ply standby mode to image capture because they intend the image sensors to be

used for capturing high-resolution photo and fixed frame rate video, where clock

scaling and standby mode bring little benefit. These mechanisms offer significant

power efficiency when frame rate or resolution is low, which is sufficient for many

computer vision tasks and for video streaming over networks. For 1 MP read-

outs, up to 50% of the power consumption of single frame capture and 30% of the

power consumption of sequential frame capture can be eliminated by choosing

the correct clock frequency. Further, by aggressively applying standby between

frame captures, one can largely remove the idle energy consumption, leading to

significant average power reduction, e.g., 40% for B1 at 5 FPS at 24 MHz.
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3.3.1 Pixel clock scaling

Modern mobile systems do not change the clock frequency (f ) of their image sen-

sors. However, since the clock is supplied externally, its change only requires sim-

ple additional hardware, such as a programmable oscillator. For our experiments,

we used a DS1077 oscillator, programmable over I2C, and connected it to the ex-

ternal clock input on the B1, B2, and B3 image sensors.

Changing the clock frequency has significant implications on the image sen-

sor’s efficiency. We employ measurements with our understanding of the image

sensor internals to quantify the relationship between f and the power consump-

tion of an image sensor.

Our measurements, as summarized by Figure 3.12, show that both P
idle

and

P
active

increase with f almost linearly. This is not surprising, since increasing the

clock frequency linearly increases the switching power consumption of the digital

and I/O parts of the circuit. (The clock frequency does not affect the analog signal

chain power consumption, as these largely consume static power.)

We have:

P
idle

= a1 · f + a2 (3.10)

P
active

= c1 · f + c2 (3.11)

Table 3.13 summarizes the power model parameters for B1 to B3 according to

our power vs. clock frequency measurements. Based on our understanding of how

the clock works internally, we can further relate P
active

to N as:

P
active

= (b1 ·N + b2) · f + b3 (3.12)

b1 · N · f denotes the power consumption by the analog signal chain, which

reads out N pixels in each cycle of the clock. b2 · f denotes the switching power

consumption by the rest of the sensor, driven by the clock.
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We make a few important notes about the above power models. First, b3 is

equivalent to c2 and denotes the static power consumption of the sensor, indepen-

dent of the clock. Second, a1, a2, and c2 are intrinsic to the sensor and are inde-

pendent of the frame rate or resolution. In contrast, c1 increases as the number of

pixels increases. Third, we have c1 � a1 and c2 � a2 because the digital circuitry

stops switching in the idle state and the analog circuitry, while not driven by the

clock, does not do additional work in the idle state.

Using measurements and the models derived above, we next seek to answer

the opening question by setting clock frequencies optimally.
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Figure 3.12 : Clock frequency f vs. P
active

(blue dot) and P
idle

(red stars)

Single frame capture

If we plug the models described above into the energy for a single frame capture,

Equation 3.3, we can derive the energy consumption by single frame capture as:

Esingle

frame

= a1 · Texp

· f +
c2 ·N

f
+ C (3.13)

Esingle

frame

achieves the minimum when f single

best

= ( c2·N
a1·Texp

)
1
2 .

Table 3.13 gives the f single

best

for B1-B3 under both indoor and outdoor exposure

times and N = 106. Figure 3.14 also displays the energy for single frame captures
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Figure 3.13 : Parameters relating clock frequency f to power consumption. We

assume 0.05ms and 50ms for T
exp

outdoors and indoors, respectively. N = 106 and

R = 5. All frequencies in MHz.

B1 B2 B3

a1 4.0E-06 8.2E-07 3.35E-06

a2 76.2 90.1 4.4

c1 5.6E-06 1.0E-06 5.1E-06

c2 159.0 93.0 13.1

f single

best

(indoor) 28.2 47.6 19.0

f single

best

(outdoor) 564.4 951.9 379.2

f seq

best

(5 FPS) 10.2 4.2 3.6

for our measurements and the power model at different frequencies. As is evident

from the table and the figure, the optimal frequency choice depends heavily on

the exposure time. For outdoor usage, f single

best

, the optimal frequency choice, is

typically higher than the sensor typically allows.

Remark 1 For single frame capture, the sensor’s optimal clock frequency depends on the

resolution (N ) and exposure time (T
exp

). For bright outdoors scenes, with short exposure

times, the clock frequency should be set as fast as the sensor can handle.

Sequential capture

If we plug the frequency models above into our equation for sequential capture,

Equation 3.4, we can derive the power consumption by sequential frame capture

as:
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Figure 3.14 : Energy measurements of single frame capture at 1 MP with T
exp

=50

ms (blue dot) and T
exp

=0.125 ms (red diamond) at different f with theoretical mod-

els (dashed lines)
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Figure 3.15 : Power for sequential capture of 1 MP frames at 1 FPS (blue dot) and

5 FPS (red diamond) at different f with theoretical models (dashed lines)

P
seq

= a1 · f +
R ·N · (c2 � a2)

f
+B (3.14)

P
seq

reaches its minimum when f seq

best

= (R·N ·(c2�a2)
a1

)
1
2 . Table 3.13 gives f seq

best

when N = 106 and R = 5 for B1 and B2. The optimal frequencies are within the

range of clock frequencies allowed by the sensors. Therefore we have the following

remark.

Remark 2 Without considering standby mode, the lowest power consumption for sequen-
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tial frame capture can be achieved by carefully selecting the clock frequency depending on

the frame rate (R) and the frame resolution (N ).

3.3.2 Aggressive standby

We can also apply standby mode to idle time between two frames in sequential

frame capturing as illustrated by Figure 3.5c. During standby mode, the sensor

consumes minimal power (e.g., 10 µW in standby mode vs. >100 mW in idle state).

For simplicity, we ignore the wakeup time from standby mode, which occupies

only tens of µs. The sensor performs no operation during standby mode, so a full

T
exp

cannot pipeline with the readout of the image pixels. As such, the duration of

standby mode is T
standby

= T
frame

� T
exp

� T
active

. Therefore, we can calculate the

average power consumption as

P aggr

seq

⇡

P
standby

(T
frame

� T
active

� T
exp

) + P
idle

T
exp

+ P
active

T
active

T
frame

(3.15)

For clarity and simplicity, we ignore the standby power, i.e., P
standby

⇡ 0, since

it is very small compared to P
idle

and P
active

. We have

P aggr

seq

⇡

P
idle

T
exp

+ P
active

T
active

T
frame

(3.16)

P aggr

seq

⇡ a1 ·R · T
exp

· f +
R · c2 ·N

f
+D (3.17)

We note P
seq

achieves its minimum when f = f single

best

= ( c2·N
a1·Texp

)
1
2 . As we see

above, the best frequency depends on the exposure time, given the quality require-

ment.

Remark 3 With aggressive standby, the sensor’s optimal clock frequency for sequential

frame capture depends on the resolution (N ) and exposure time (T
exp

). For bright out-

doors scenes, with short exposure times, the clock frequency should be set as fast as the

sensor can handle.
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We also note that in aggressive standby mode with a fixed clock rate and reso-

lution size, the energy per frame remains constant as frame rate changes, as shown

in Figure 3.7. This is due to the fact that frame rate is changed by extending the

standby time, where the sensor consumes minimal power.

Hence, significant power reductions can result from application of clock scal-

ing and aggressive standby. In our measurements, choosing an optimal clock fre-

quency can reduce the power consumption of single frame capture by up to 50%.

An optimal clock frequency can also reduce the power consumption of sequential

frame capture by up to 30%. Additionally, by applying standby aggressively be-

tween frames, one can further reduce power consumption, e.g., 40% for B1 at 5 FPS

at 24 MHz.

3.4 Energy-Proportional Optimization for Continuous Vision Sce-

narios

Toward understanding the quality vs. efficiency tradeoffs possible for computer

vision applications, we next specifically consider the power consumption of the

image sensor during the execution of two fundamental computer vision problems:

image registration and object detection.

Using the power models derived in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we can model the im-

age sensor power consumption when reducing the frame rate, reducing the win-

dow (field-of-view), and capturing the image at a lower resolution. In this section,

we also apply the two power-saving mechanisms and gauge the impact on the

performance of image registration and object detection. In doing so, we demon-

strate that these mechanisms can reduce the energy consumption by 95% without

sacrificing application performance.
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Dataset

Our dataset consists of 90 seconds of 270x480, 30 FPS video from a smartphone

mounted at chest level. The video was captured by a user walking around an

outside path. We compute our machine vision tasks on adjacent pairs of frames of

the video.

To simulate low-resolution frame capture, we created image pyramids of the

dataset by subsampling the resolution of the original frames. Each subsampled

layer of the pyramid is constructed by taking the previous layer, convolving it

with a Gaussian blur kernel, and removing multiples of rows. Subsampling by n is

then defined by keeping every nth row. We also created windowed versions of our

datasets: for a parameter W , we discard W% of the rows and W% of the columns

from the borders of the image, effectively reducing the field of view. To simulate a

reduction of frame rate to R FPS, we performed our vision tasks on pairs separated

by 30/R frames.

3.4.1 Image registration

Image registration – determining the correspondence points between two images –

is a common problem in computer vision. Registration can be used to stitch images

of a scene together, i.e., image mosaicking, to estimate the depth of objects, i.e.,

structure from motion, and to reduce shaking in video, i.e., image stabilization [63].

Algorithm

The registration algorithm involves finding corners in each image, matching cor-

ners in pairs of images, discarding outliers, and computing plane-to-plane trans-

forms of the pair of images [64]. In this section, we describe the image operations

necessary to compute the algorithm.

The Harris & Stephens corner detector [64] locates corners and edges in images
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Figure 3.16 : Image registration at 3 FPS. Corners (red dots) and homography inlier

matches (green lines), along with image-mosaicked result.

by autocorrelating local patches around each pixel in an image. Where the auto-

correlation value returns above a threshold, the algorithm detects a corner in the

image. The patches around the corners in each image must then be matched with

each other to generate correspondence pairs. This is done by correlating all possi-

ble pairs of corner patches. Where a corner in Image B is the maximum match of a

corner in Image A and vice-versa, the pair of corners are determined to be a match.

With 4 or more corner matches, a plane-to-plane homography transform can be

determined by fitting a 3x3 transform matrix to the set of corner pairs, e.g., using

least squares. Because matches may be inaccurate, common homography algo-

rithms use a Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) to remove outliers from the
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Table 3.2 : Power consumption (in mW) for image registration (IR) success and per-

son detection (PD) recall, for sequential capture P
seq

, with optimal clock frequency

P
seq

(f), and with aggressive standby P
aggr

for sensor B1

IR Success % PD Recall % N pix. P
seq

P
seq

(f) P
aggr

Full Resolution 99.9% 94.4% 129600 202.2 154.2 99.1

Frame rate = 3 FPS 95.7% 83.3% 129600 185.8 106.1 9.9

Window, W = 30% 96.5% 77.8% 63504 192.9 129.5 71.6

Subsample by 2 91.8% 72.2% 32400 188.6 115.1 55.5

list of matches. With a sufficient number of inliers, the homography is considered

a success. In our implementation, we consider the existence of 25 inliers as the

criterion for success.

Results

On our original dataset, the image registration process succeeded on 2783 frame

pairs and failed on 7 pairs, for a success rate of 99.9%. Image registration also per-

forms well with downscaled datasets. Frame rate reduction to 3 FPS still returned

95.7% success, 30% Windowing returned 96.5% success, and a downsampling to

a resolution of 135x240 returned 91.8% success. Table 3.2 shows these quality pa-

rameters alongside their power consumption implications.

As shown in Figure 3.17, standard sequential capture does not significantly

reduce the power consumption with lower quality requirements. However, by

implementing clock scaling and aggressive standby modes, we can dramatically

reduce the power by lowering the frame rate, window size, and subsampled res-
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olution. For example, at 3 FPS, where image registration can still perform with

95.6% accuracy, the average power consumptions of B1, B2, and B3 are 185, 112,

and 114 mW, respectively, using default configurations. By appropriately selecting

the clock frequency, we can reduce the power consumptions to 106, 95, and 55 mW,

giving a power savings of 36%. Aggressive standby further reduces the power con-

sumptions to 9.9, 5.1, and 5.2 mW, or 5% of the original power consumption.

3.4.2 Object detection

Detecting objects in frames is another fundamental and useful machine vision tech-

nique for understanding captured scenes. We apply the Viola-Jones Object Detec-

tion Framework [65], a widely-used platform for object detection, to detect the

presence of human figures in our datasets.

Viola-Jones object detection framework

The Viola-Jones framework detects objects in images based on their ”Haar-like”

rectangular features. A cascaded set of Adaboost-trained classifiers based on such

features allows the framework to rapidly and robustly search image frames for

objects from the library. While the original paper’s example uses human faces as

the subject, the framework is robust to using other types of objects. We use it to

detect human figures, using the PeopleDetector classifier from the Computer

Vision Toolbox of MATLAB 2012b.

Results

Object Detection has fundamental challenges when objects in a scene are in unex-

pected poses or are occluded from view. However, in a continuous mobile vision

scenario, the detection only needs to find an object once over all the frames in

which the object is in view. Additionally, in such a continuous scenario, a prelim-

inary detection at low quality could be followed by a high quality frame capture,
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which would check the validity of an object detection. Because we are primarily

concerned with energy proportionality, we are most concerned with the low qual-

ity recall frame, ensuring that we detect an object when it is present in a scene.

To accommodate these relaxed expectations, we use a metric in which we count

the number of false negatives on an instance basis rather than on a frame-by-frame

basis. Then, our recall rate is (# of detected people)/(# of people).

Table 3.2 and Figure 3.17 shows the performance of Person Detection at vari-

ous quality parameters on our 90-second dataset with 18 people in the scene. At

full 270x480 resolution, Viola-Jones detects 17 of the people. As with image reg-

istration, scaling the frame rate offers the largest opportunity for energy propor-

tionality, while still maintaining high performance. At 3 FPS, People Detection can

detect 15 people, performing with 83.3% accuracy. The Viola-Jones performance

weakens at lower resolutions, and low framerates reduce the chance that a person

is detected. However, the balance between success rate and power offers computer

vision developers the ability to carefully trade power for algorithmic performance,

enabling low-power computer vision.

3.5 Related Work

CMOS image sensor design: In this chapter, we study CMOS image sensors from

a system perspective. We examine the power implications of sacrificing quality,

which vision applications are likely to make, reveal inefficiency in the quality-

power tradeoffs made by existing mobile image sensors, and suggest architectural

modifications to improve the tradeoff. Our approach is complementary to that

taken by the vibrant image sensor community, whose focus has been on improv-

ing image sensors through better circuit design. We refer the readers to textbooks

on image sensor design for this approach, e.g., [66, 67]. It is well-known to image

sensor designers that ADCs are often the power and performance bottleneck of

high-speed, high-resolution image sensors, e.g., [68]. As the ADC is the interface
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Figure 3.17 : B1 power consumption, image registration success (X) and person de-

tection recall (O) at various quality parameters for sequential capture (blue solid),

with optimal clock frequency (magenta dashed-dotted), with aggressive standby

(red dotted), and with architectural modifications (green dashed)

between the physical and digital worlds in multiple domains, e.g., in sensors and

wireless receivers, its performance and power efficiency has been extensively stud-

ied. We refer the readers to textbooks, e.g., [69], and survey papers, e.g., [70, 71],

for recent development in ADC design.

Often, proposed techniques to address the ADC bottleneck involve many forms

of compression, from temporal compression [72–76] to DCT [77] to predictive cod-

ing [78] to compressive sensing [79, 80]. Still others build sensors with reconfig-

urable ADC circuits [81, 82], invoking high-resolution capture for photo-shooting

mode and a reduced-resolution conversion for always-on mode.

These new architectures require significant modifications to the system and to

camera applications. As a result, they are often intended for application-specific

systems, e.g., surveillance camera networks [74]. In contrast, the presented tech-

niques and modifications are evolutionary changes of this chapter can be easily

incorporated into image sensors without minimal change to the system hardware

designs or applications.
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Other work toward efficient vision systems: Because image sensing is power-

hungry, many have investigated the energy efficiency of a camera system at a

high level for various platforms, but do not examine the internals of current im-

age sensors for sources of inefficiency and mechanisms for software-based opti-

mization as we do in this paper. Wireless visual sensor networks have tried both

commercial-off-the-shelf image sensors and research prototypes like the ones dis-

cussed above [83] but are limited to much simpler applications like surveillance,

due to an extremely tight power constraint. Many have made cameras wearable

and a few have adventured to optimize the battery lifetime of the wearable cam-

eras beyond simply duty cycling, e.g., [84, 85], and mobile phone designers are

extraordinary careful not to quickly drain the battery, e.g., [4, 86]. The general ap-

proach has been to employ low-power sensors to manage the operations of the

power-hungry image sensor. Without examining the internals of image sensors

and their interface with the system and software, such work brings complemen-

tary benefits to our solutions.

We also note that power-saving mode and clock scaling have been extensively

studied for microprocessors and digital circuits in general. Usually, clock scaling

is combined with voltage scaling for maximal energy saving. For example, the au-

thors of [87] show that given a processor, a workload and its deadline, there is an

optimal way to apply clock/voltage scaling and power-saving mode jointly. For

some processors, it is efficient to run as fast as possible and then enter a low-power

mode, while for others, it can be most efficient to run as slow as possible. Our re-

sults in Section 3.3 show that image sensors have similar power-saving modes and

allow clock scaling to reduce power consumption of the digital circuitry. Moreover,

single and sequential frame captures can be considered as real-time workloads for

image sensors. Image sensors, however, are distinct from microprocessors because

the analog circuitry, which dominates power consumption, is not affected by clock

or voltage scaling; a supply voltage change can ruin the accuracy of an analog-to-
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digital converter. Thus, power management and clock scaling solutions for micro-

processors are not directly applicable to image sensors.

3.6 Discussion and Future Investigation

Based on our findings, we next discuss a number of hardware and software modi-

fications to further improve the energy efficiency of image sensors for continuous

mobile vision.

3.6.1 Fine-grained power management of sensor components

Existing image sensors provide a standby mode for the entire sensor. In Sec-

tion 3.3.2, we showed how this mode can be aggressively applied to reduce the

power consumption during the idle state. Now we explore the opportunity to ap-

ply power management (gating the power supply or clock) in a more fine-grained

manner to reduce the power consumption during the active state.

Per column power management of analog signal chain

During readout, all column parallel analog signal subchains operate in parallel to

read out a row of pixels simultaneously. However, during column skipping and

windowing operations, not all pixels of a row need to be read out. The analog

signal subchains for the skipped columns are left on in modern image sensors. As

fewer pixels are addressed, these components should be shut off to save power.

If only 1/2 of the columns are addressed, this would lead to substantial power

savings, dropping the analog power by 50% and the total power by 30-40%.

Power management during exposure time

For single frame capture and sequential frame capture with aggressive standby

applied, the power consumption during exposure time contributes to the total en-
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ergy per frame or average power consumption, respectively. During the exposure

time (T
exp

), which can be long (e.g., 50 ms) under low illumination, most parts,

including the digital components, the analog signal chain’s amplifiers and ADC’s,

and the I/O, are in idle state, which still consumes substantial power. By putting

these parts into the standby mode with either power or clock gated, the sensor

would reduce the energy consumption of taking a single frame, i.e., Equation 3.3,

and the power consumption of sequential capture, i.e., Equation 3.4. This has the

effect of nullifying P
idle

. It is easy to show that when the power management is applied

to the exposure time, the best clock frequency is always the highest possible regardless of the

exposure time. At this point, for long exposures, the sensor can consume fractions

of the original energy cost of single frame capture; at T
exp

=50 ms, B1, B2, and B3

would consume 19%, 83% and 50% less energy, respectively.

3.6.2 Operating system and application support for energy-proportionality

As mobile systems designs currently provision for high-quality frame capture, the

operating systems and computer vision applications require modifications to ac-

cess and utilize the energy-proportionality frame capture specified in this chapter.

We propose modifications to the camera framework of mobile operating systems

and to the development model of computer vision applications.

System and API support for energy-proportional frame capture

As we have demonstrated, clock scaling and aggressive standby power models

described in Section 3.3 provide an opportunity to reduce the power consumption

of the camera for tasks that do not require high frame rates and/or high resolu-

tions. However, current mobile camera frameworks do not provide any system or

API support for applications to adjust the clock frequency or apply standby mode.

Ideally, while an application developer should be able to specify a high-level view

of region-of-interest, resolution, and frame-rate through the camera API, the sys-
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tem should use such specifications to perform energy-proportional optimizations

at the service or driver level. We hope our work will motivate platform and system

vendors to consider such support.

Energy-aware computer vision

Energy-proportional frame capture opens the possibility of a new class of algo-

rithms which carefully balance the tradeoff between accuracy metrics and power

performance. With our power models, scaling the frame rate and resolution of an

image has direct impact on the power consumption of a system. Using these power

models, we should devise hierarchical cascaded algorithms, using low-power im-

age sensor modes to sense when to turn on progressively higher-power modes

to detect information from a scene with low energy consumption. Other such al-

gorithms from the vision community should leverage the quality-energy tradeoff

to understand captured images and video on a continuous basis at low power.

An extension of this work could investigate high-level algorithmic abstractions

that allow a compiler/runtime to dynamically configure the energy-proportional

imaging system to suffice a vision algorithm’s necessary performance with optimal

image sensing efficiency.

3.7 Chapter Summary

In the context of the vision system stack, conventional image sensor operation is

power-hungry and not energy-proportional. To explore this problem, we perform

an experimental and analytical characterization of image and video capture on

CMOS image sensors. We show two driver-level mechanisms for improving en-

ergy efficiency: (i) optimal clock scaling, which reduces power by up to 50% or 30%

for one mega-pixel photos and videos, respectively; (ii) aggressive standby mode,

which results in 40% power reduction for 1 MP, 5 FPS capture. We also suggest ar-

chitectural modifications that further improve the energy efficiency of low-quality
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capture.

We use computer vision benchmarks to show application quality and energy ef-

ficiency tradeoffs that can be achieved with existing image sensors. For continuous

image registration, a key primitive for image mosaicking and depth estimation, we

achieve a 36% power reduction with an optimal clock frequency, and a 95% power

reduction by using aggressive standby. Image sensor architectural modifications

can further scale down the power consumption by an additional 30%.

The quality-energy tradeoffs create new opportunities for continuous mobile

vision under a power budget. However, for each image frame, the sensor still in-

curs substantial energy consumption as each pixel must cross the expensive analog

readout bottleneck, incurring the overhead of signal conditioning and analog-to-

digital conversion. In the next chapter, we propose early analog processing to

reduce the bottleneck of the analog readout, improving the efficiency of vision

sensing.
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Chapter 4

Analog Convolutional Vision Sensing

While our image sensor power management mechanisms reduce the overhead of

image sensing by granting energy-proportionality to spatiotemporal resolution,

our measurements from the previous chapter also reveal a fundamental bottleneck

to energy efficiency: the image sensor’s analog readout circuitry.

This analog readout bottleneck, illustrated in Figure 4.1a, is fundamental for

two reasons. First, compared to digital circuits, the energy efficiency of analog

readout improves much slower over technological generations. Namely, smaller

transistors and lower supply voltage do not automatically make analog circuits

more efficient. Second, while the trend in the solid-state circuit community is to

move functionality from the analog domain to the digital, the analog readout will

necessarily exist as a bridge from the analog physical world to the digital realm.

That is, conventional systems force imaging data to traverse a costly analog-to-

digital converter to be usable by digital systems. Only then can the system apply

algorithms for vision, such as processing convolutional neural network (ConvNet)

features for image classification.

Toward addressing this bottleneck, our key idea is to push early processing into

the analog domain to reduce the workload of the analog readout, as illustrated

in Figure 4.1. This leads to our design of RedEye, an analog convolutional image

sensor for continuous mobile vision. RedEye discards raw data, exporting features

generated by processing a ConvNet in the analog domain. This saves energy not

only in the sensor’s analog readout but also throughout the system.

In designing RedEye, we address the following important challenges. (i) Ana-
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Figure 4.1 : Conventional sensor processing incurs significant workload on the

analog readout (top), whereas early processing alleviates the quantization in the

analog readout (bottom).

log circuits suffer from high design complexity, discouraging portability between

process technology nodes. RedEye constrains the complexity with a modular de-

sign that facilitates physical reuse within a circuit design and algorithmic reuse

through a cyclic dataflow. (ii) Analog processing is subject to accumulating noise,

impairing task accuracy. We identify key noise-energy tradeoffs to sacrifice energy

to temper noise during processing. RedEye provides mechanisms to tune noise

parameters for efficiency and accuracy at run-time. (iii) Developers using RedEye

require an estimation of a ConvNet’s task accuracy and energy consumption un-

der the influence of noise. We provide a simulation framework to help developers

tune the balance of accuracy and efficiency when running ConvNets on RedEye.

§4.2 presents the system design of RedEye.

We present the circuit design of RedEye in 0.18µm process, and model circuit

noise, power and timing characteristics with Cadence Spectre. We use these char-
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acteristics in the RedEye simulation to precisely estimate circuit behavior. §4.3

provides details of RedEye’s circuit design.

We evaluate RedEye on early layers of the GoogLeNet ConvNet, the image

classification champion of the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge

(ILSVRC) in 2014. We use a simulation-based framework to estimate task accuracy

and energy consumption. We find that RedEye can accurately process early layers

of ConvNets, while reducing the energy consumption of an image sensor from 1.1

mJ to 0.2 mJ per frame. By processing convolutions in the analog domain, RedEye

also reduces the computational workload of its host device, reducing the energy

consumed by a Jetson TK1 from 406 mJ to 226 mJ per frame. RedEye positions a

convergence of analog circuit design, systems architecture, and machine learning,

which allows it to perform early operations in the image sensor’s analog domain,

moving toward continuous mobile vision at ultra low power.

While we demonstrate the tremendous efficiency benefit of RedEye, we note

that this comes at the expense of analog circuit development effort and production

cost. We do not provide a RedEye layout design, nor have we investigated the

economics of the RedEye premise. Instead, we hope the efficiency benefit provides

strong incentive that invites more research into this approach and analog/mixed-

signal circuit experts to optimize the analog design cost.

We note the efficiency bottleneck in the analog readout is universal to all sen-

sors, not just image sensors. Because the energy consumed by digital process-

ing of sensor data is usually proportional to data size, the analog readout con-

sumes a large proportion of overall system energy, even for low-rate sensors such

as accelerometers. We project that the ideas of RedEye, especially those related

to shifting processing into the analog domain for efficiency and optimizing noise

configuration, will be effective in improving system efficiency for a wide range of

continuous sensing modalities.
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4.1 Background

As discussed in the previous chapter, analog readout consumes 50%-75% of the

overall energy, even in recent sensor designs. This is because (i) the entire image

signal must undergo analog readout and (ii) analog readout is designed for high-

fidelity. We emphasize that digital optimization, e.g., low-power hardware for data

reduction [88], early discard, or computational offloading, do not affect energy

consumed by the analog readout. This is the fundamental motivation behind our

proposition to move processing before analog readout. The shift into the analog

domain requires consideration of principles of analog computing efficiency and

design complexity.

4.1.1 Analog computing efficiency

It is well known that at low signal fidelity, analog computing is more efficient than

digital computing. While digital computation scales logarithmically to signal-to-

noise ratio, analog computation follows a power law-like scaling [89]. It follows

that for basic arithmetic, such as addition and multiplication, the energy per op-

eration of analog implementations is orders of magnitude lower [90]. Unlike digi-

tal computing, which uses multiple binary charges (bits) to represent circuit state,

analog computing uses a single charge to represent a value. This also reduces

hardware count; analog addition only needs an interconnect to join two currents,

whereas a 16-bit digital adder requires over 400 transistors. For comparison, while

digital compute energy can be reduced to 12 pJ per Dhrystone instruction for a

Cortex-M0+ on a 65 nm process technology with sub-threshold voltage scaling [91],

analog compute energy can be reduced to 1 pJ per arithmetic operation in 130 nm

CMOS [1, 92].

More importantly, tradeoffs between energy efficiency and signal fidelity are

more profitable in the analog domain, as highlighted in Figure 4.2. That is, energy

consumption of analog circuits can be reduced by allowing a higher noise level [93, 94],
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Figure 4.2 : Efficiency of analog (solid) and digital (dashed) operations against

signal-to-noise ratio. Efficiency tradeoff favors analog operations at low fidelity.

Voltage scaling increases the fidelity tradeoff point. Original figure from [1] used

with permission from author.

which is particularly relevant for noise-robust vision tasks. This is because main-

taining state through capacitance C is susceptible to thermal noise V 2
n

= kT/C [95].

While raising C deters noise, the energy required to fill the memory cell rises pro-

portionally. Hence,

E / C / 1/ V 2
n

Therefore, the choice of C is a fundamental tradeoff between fidelity and efficiency

of analog computing. Here we identify inherent energy-noise tradeoffs in analog

computing.

Memory: As an analog pipeline must be constructed in stages to facilitate con-

figurability and maintainability, analog memory is indispensable for inter-stage

buffers. Memory cells use capacitors to maintain states, and thus exhibit energy-

noise tradeoffs upon reading and writing values.
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Arithmetic: Arithmetic in charge-based circuits, such as in RedEye, typically

requires an operational amplifier (op amp), which induces thermal noise / 1/C

and energy / C.

In current-based arithmetic circuits, signal currents are shadowed by thermal

noise currents, which cannot be indefinitely lowered due to process and design

constraints. To improve signal fidelity, the effective approach is to elevate signal

current itself, which increases power draw.

4.1.2 Analog readout

Readout circuitry is integral to not only the functionality, but also the fidelity and

efficiency of a digital sensor. For a sensor, the on-chip readout circuitry includes

functions of signal conditioning and quantization. The former uses the same key

building blocks and circuit operations as arithmetic circuits and can be character-

ized similarly in terms of energy-noise relationship. This section additionally con-

siders quantization circuitry, another tradeoff point in the mixed-signal pipeline.

To traverse the analog/digital boundary consumes significant energy. Com-

pared to the 12 picojoule cost of a low-power digital operation [91], analog readout

incurs nanojoules – two orders of magnitude higher – to condition and quantize

analog signals [96–100]. Furthermore, while digital computations continue to scale

efficiency with smaller process technology, analog readout process scaling is lim-

ited by its need for high dynamic range. By balancing the costs of analog-to-digital

conversion and analog computation at sufficient signal fidelity, we can exploit ana-

log preprocessing to reduce the cost of conversion [101].

To further allow our analog readout to trade accuracy for energy, we choose

Successive Approximation Register (SAR) as the on-chip analog-to-digital con-

verter (ADC), which also has unparalleled efficiency in low/mid-resolution ap-

plications [102–106]. SAR uses an array of capacitors to approximate an analog

signal into digital bits.
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These capacitors are the source of systematic and random inaccuracies. System-

atic inaccuracy is determined by capacitor mismatch in the array, which impacts

the approximate signal and thus the correctness of the output. Using a larger unit

capacitor C0 improves matching but consumes more energy, creating a tradeoff

between efficiency and linearity.

Random errors in SAR are dominated by quantization noise. With ADC res-

olution n increased by each bit, quantization noise amplitude diminishes in half.

However, this doubles energy consumption, as the total size of the capacitor ar-

ray (C⌃ = 2nC0) increases exponentially with n. This is yet another energy-noise

tradeoff that we elect to utilize.

4.1.3 Analog design complexity

While basic operations consist of few components, the complexity of large-scale

analog systems can be prohibitively high. Routing interconnects is particularly

daunting; unlike digital transactions on shared buses, analog data exchanges via

pre-defined routes. Designers must preplan routes to avoid congestion and over-

lap.

In addition, without automatic verification, an analog designer must formu-

late and manually verify circuit specifications. Moreover, a high analog hardware

count slows the simulation process and aggravates the verification cost.

Design complexity limits portability between fabrication processes, as special-

ized units requires redesign for performance standards. Complexity also limits

generalizability; complex hardware is difficult to adapt and scale. More impor-

tantly, complexity constrains depth of operation; chaining multiple operations can

become complex for verification.
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4.1.4 Convolutional neural networks

We design RedEye to compute continuous mobile vision tasks using Convolu-

tional Neural Networks (ConvNets) for their efficacy in state-of-the-art object de-

tection, handwriting recognition, and face detection [107]. This prominence has

resulted in active academic and industrial research on implementing ConvNets

for vision tasks.

ConvNets operate by feeding 3-dimension data through sequential layers of

processing to generate vision features. Each layer consists of a set of neurons;

each neuron takes in multiple input values from a local receptive field of neurons

from the previous layer. The neuron operates on these values to generate a single

output. Layers of neurons come in a small variety of types. Here we cover the key

types of layers:

Convolutional layer neurons multiply a three dimensional receptive field of in-

puts with a kernel of weights to generate an output. Neurons in a convolution

layer share kernel weights to perform their processing. Multiple sets of weights per

layer generate depth channels of data. A backpropagation process trains weights

to alter the convolution operation.

Nonlinearity layer neurons use activation functions to introduce nonlinear sat-

uration to the outputs of convolutional layers. Sigmoid, tanh, and rectification

functions have all been used to create non-linearity.

Max pooling layer neurons receive features generated from a receptive field of

processed output, and identify the feature with maximum response. This allows

the network to be robust to minute changes in the feature space.

These layers, in addition to other layers, such as normalization layers to con-

strain the signal swing, can be stacked in various sequential order, invoking each

layer multiple times to create deep structures. For example, the AlexNet [108]

image recognition ConvNet uses 6 convolutional layers, 7 non-linearity layers, 3

pooling layers, 2 normalization layers. AlexNet also includes 7 “other” layers late
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in its operation.

Because trained ConvNets generalize across image inputs, they are naturally

robust to noise [109]. We study and exploit robustness to leverage energy-noise

tradeoffs in RedEye.

4.2 RedEye System Architecture

We design RedEye, an analog computational image sensor architecture that cap-

tures an image and passes it through a deep convolutional network (ConvNet)

while in the analog domain, exporting digital vision features. This substantially
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reduces the workload of the analog-to-digital quantization and of the post-sensor

digital host system, enabling efficient continuous mobile vision. We design Red-

Eye, shown in Figure 4.3, to constrain design complexity, area, and energy con-

sumption, while accurately executing vision tasks.

4.2.1 Overview

Our key insight toward addressing the analog readout bottleneck is that acceptable

computer vision does not need high-fidelity images or high-fidelity computation.
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Leveraging this, we move early-stage ConvNet vision processing from the digital

host system into the sensor’s analog domain. This shift substantially reduces the

workload of the analog readout and therefore reduces system energy consump-

tion.

As analog circuits suffer from design complexity and accumulating signal noise,

which limit the potential depth of operation in the analog domain, RedEye ex-

ploits the structure of ConvNet to effectively contain complexity and noise. The

architecture avoids redundant design by sending data through layers of processing

modules, cyclically reusing modules before analog readout, as shown in Figure 4.4.

As modules process locally on patches of pixels or previous data, we can further

reduce the complexity of the interconnects by structuring the operation layers into

a column-based topology. This arranges the modules in each processing layer in a

column pipeline, as illustrated in Figure 4.3. This grants each processing module a

physical proximity to its input data. §4.2.2 elaborates upon the RedEye hardware

design.

RedEye provides a ConvNet programming interface that allows developers to

load ConvNet programs into the RedEye program SRAM. To allow for changing

task requirements, we also provide programmable noise admission mechanisms that

can be dynamically tuned to save energy by allowing noisy operation. §4.2.3 elab-

orates upon this.

To assist developers in designing RedEye programs, we provide a simulation

framework that estimates the task performance and energy consumption of running

a ConvNet on the RedEye in its noisy analog environment. This allows developers

to optimize their RedEye programs and noise parameters for minimal energy con-

sumption at sufficient task accuracy. §4.2.4 elaborates upon the simulation frame-

work.
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4.2.2 RedEye hardware architecture

While it is desirable to operate in the analog domain for efficiency, circuit com-

plexity limits depth of operation. We focus on decisions that execute additional

processing before quantization while limiting design complexity.

Cyclic module reuse for deep execution

RedEye features a novel design of cyclically-operated RedEye modules for deep

ConvNet execution. The design exploits the stackable structure of ConvNet lay-

ers to reuse RedEye modules for ConvNet processing in the analog domain. Of

the four types of RedEye modules, enumerated in Figure 4.4, the convolutional and

max pooling modules perform the operations of neurons in a ConvNet layer. Mean-

while, the storage module interfaces the captured or processed signal data with the

processing flow. Finally, the quantization module exports the digital representation

of the RedEye ConvNet result. A flow control mechanism routes dataflow through

RedEye modules, skipping modules as necessary.

We next describe the design of each RedEye module, each itself designed for

reusability and programmability.

¿ Buffer module: RedEye samples filtered color pixels and stores them to analog

memory cells, prepared for the first computational layer. The buffer module also

receives and stores intermediate results for further execution.

¡ Convolutional module: The 3-D convolutional module reads samples from

the buffer module, performs multiplied accumulation along vertical y and channel

(e.g., color) z axes with a weight kernel, and accumulates results horizontally to

columns on the x axis. The module clips signals at maximum swing to perform

nonlinear rectification.

¬ Max pooling module: The max pooling module identifies and propagates the

maximum value in a local vicinity. When local response normalization is required,
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the convolutional module uses this sample to adjust convolutional weights for the

subsequent execution, equivalently realizing the functionality of normalization.

√ Quantization module: Used after the RedEye processing is complete, the

quantization module converts the output features into a digital format and sends

them into the digital host system for further processing.

By reusing modules through multiple cycles of ConvNet layer processing, Red-

Eye can functionally perform deep ConvNet processing with its limited complex-

ity design.

Flow Control

RedEye controls the signal flow using a synchronous digitally-clocked controller

to simultaneously pipe signal flow through multiple modules, skipping modules

as necessary, as shown in the control plane of Figure 4.3.

The controller uses a set of flow control mechanisms to route the signal for

ConvNet processing. If the RedEye needs to execute additional processing, the

cyclic flow control routes the output of the pooling module to the storage module

for intermediate storage. If any layer is unneeded in a ConvNet dataflow, the

bypass flow control of each module (not pictured) provides an alternate signal route

to circumvent the corresponding module. For example, if pooling is not required,

the module can be skipped entirely. This procedural design enables RedEye to

operate multiple layers of a ConvNet dataflow in the analog environment.

Column-based topology for data locality

To promote data locality for kernel window operations, we organize RedEye mod-

ules into a column-parallel design, as inspired by conventional image sensors with

column-wise readout structure. As shown in Figure 4.3, this mitigates the com-

plexity of unbounded interconnect structures.
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As introduced in §4.1, image sensors use column structures to operate multiple

ADCs in parallel, reading one image row at each timestep. Similarly, by adopting a

column-based topology, we advance the processing window by one row at a time,

controlled by a clocked timestep, allowing multiple modules to simultaneously

operate in parallel.

However, more importantly, because multiple columns are synchronously pro-

cessed, the input window of data surrounding an element will be synchronously

prepared for execution. For vertical execution, data can be buffered as it is gen-

erated; vertical access can be pipelined across different timesteps. For horizon-

tal access, RedEye needs only bridge interconnects across horizontally-proximate

columns. Thus, the column-based topology allows for efficient data access for ker-

nel processing in horizontal and vertical directions.

We design RedEye with columns of modules as homogeneous subcomponents.

This design pattern allows RedEye to hierarchically reuse hardware design, thus

enabling scalability to focal-plane resolution, and promoting portability and thema-

bility.

4.2.3 ConvNet programming interface

A developer utilizes RedEye by writing a ConvNet program to the RedEye pro-

gram SRAM of the control plane, and reading the results from the RedEye feature

SRAM. The ConvNet program includes the layer ordering, layer dimensions, and

convolutional kernel weights. RedEye uses the digitally-clocked controller to load

the program from the SRAM into the cyclic signal flow, issuing the specified kernel

weights and noise parameters.

Thus, the developer is responsible for partitioning ConvNets between RedEye

operation and digital host system operation. The decision of the cut influences

the energy consumption of the overall system. While a deeper cut reduces the

workload of the analog readout and of the host system, it places more operation
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burden on the RedEye.

Programmable noise-admission: To allow developers to tune the RedEye pro-

cessing for energy efficiency, we provide noise-admission mechanisms to trade

signal fidelity for energy efficiency. To control the mechanisms, developers can

specify the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for each layer.

Architecturally, RedEye uses the mechanisms to vary the capacitance of a damp-

ing circuit in the operation modules. This can be configured at runtime for each

convolutional module. By using variable noise-damping, detailed in §4.3.1, Red-

Eye admits Gaussian noise in ConvNet module operations for energy savings.

Similarly, RedEye uses a dynamic quantization mechanism to adjust the ADC res-

olution of the analog readout, thus scaling quantization noise.

As an alternative to noise damping, RedEye could use a boosted analog sup-

ply voltage to increase signal swing, and adjust signal gain accordingly to achieve

higher SNR. This approach is theoretically more efficient than noise damping;

however, in practice, this technique is sensitive to power supply variations. As

foundries generally do not guarantee the transistor model to remain accurate when

transistors operate outside recommended voltage regions, it is a risk that the actual

circuit behavior may deviate from simulation.

Thus, we use capacitance-based noise-damping to allow the developer can also

make noise parameter decisions, specifying the SNR of each convolutional module

and quantization module. A developer can load these noise parameters into the

RedEye SRAM alongside the ConvNet definition.

4.2.4 RedEye ConvNet simulation framework

Paramount to a developer’s ConvNet programming decisions is a prediction of the

accuracy and energy efficiency of running a given ConvNet on RedEye. We pro-

vide a simulation framework, taking in a developer’s partitioned ConvNet and

specified noise parameters and generating task accuracy and energy estimations.
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The ConvNet structure of the framework maps to a sequential execution of Red-

Eye modules. Here, we describe the construction of our framework, using task

simulation and circuit modeling.

Simulating noisy RedEye operation: Our simulation modifies a ConvNet frame-

work to analyze the effect of noise admission on task accuracy and energy con-

sumption. Starting with ConvNet models designed for execution on digital pro-

cessors, we inject two types of noise layers into the processing flow, representative

of Gaussian and quantization noise that invades the RedEye signal flow.

The Gaussian Noise Layer models noise inflicted by data transactions and com-

putational operations. We insert a Gaussian Noise-tuningto the output of each

sampling layer, convolutional layer and normalization layer. RedEye uses the SNR

to parametrize each Gaussian noise layer, allowing the developer to tune the noise

in the simulation.

The Quantization Noise Layer represents error introduced at the circuit output

by truncating to finite ADC resolution. We model quantization noise as uniformly

distributed noise across the signal. We insert the quantization noise layer where

RedEye outputs the signal’s digital representation, and use the ADC resolution (q)

as a tunable input parameter.

Then, by using the framework to run input data through the modified network,

and applying an evaluation metric, such as Top-N accuracy, we can simulate the

effect of noise admission on the ConvNet accuracy.

Estimating RedEye operational energy: We use circuit models of RedEye mod-

ules to determine the energy consumption incurred with parameters of Gaussian

noise layers E
Gauss.

(SNR) and quantization noise layers E
quant.

(q), estimating the

energy consumed by the analog operations.

As introduced in §4.1.1, decreased noise admission increases the task accuracy,

but also increases operational energy consumption. Developers should search for

an optimal set of parameters that achieves task accuracy at minimal cost. In gen-
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eral, this is an intensive search over a parameter space of dimension <

n+1 for n

Gaussian layers and 1 quantization layer. Such highly dimensional searches would

typically require tools such as the canonical simplex search [110]. However, for

GoogLeNet processing, our evaluation reveals that we can accept as much Gaus-

sian noise as each analog operation can admit (SNR > 40 dB). The problem, then,

reduces to a single parameter selection, selecting an energy-optimal quantization

q to balance accuracy and energy.

Framework implementation: To model convolutional vision tasks, we design our

functional algorithmic simulation by adapting the Caffe neural network frame-

work, written in Python and C++. Slight modifications to the Caffe source code

allow us to add layers to simulate and optimize analog noise tradeoffs. We imple-

ment Gaussian and uniform noise layers by adding 191 lines of C++ code to the

Caffe framework. Our Python framework consists of 2000 lines of code to set up

ConvNets with injected noise layers. We use Cadence Spectre to generate noise-

energy models of the operational layers of the ConvNet, based on the circuits in

§4.3. This provides a model of energy consumption under a given set of noise

parameters.

4.3 RedEye Circuit Design

We next present the RedEye circuit design. Our circuit not only validates the effi-

cacy of our modular column-parallel design, but also structurally defines a behav-

ioral circuit model to study signal fidelity and energy consumption. This model

guides the simulation framework in §4.2.4.

4.3.1 Analog module design

We design transistor-level circuitry of analog RedEye modules in IBM 0.18µmCMOS

process. Given the efficiency and process constraints, we assume an SNR range of
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40–60 dB, proven to be sufficient for our evaluation results.

Convolution: RedEye convolutional layers perform 3-D convolutions in two

steps, as shown in Figure 4.4: weighted averaging on y-axis, and accumulation on x

and z. We design a multiply-accumulate unit (MAC, Figure 4.5). As weights must

be stored in digital form for long-term fidelity, they must cross the A/D boundary

to interact with analog signals. In order to facilitate mixed-signal multiplication,

we derive our design from switched-capacitor amplifiers.

For efficient digital-to-analog conversion, tunable capacitors are crucial for ac-

curacy and efficiency in applying kernel weights to signal values. Through ex-
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perimental validation, we find that our ConvNet tasks can use 8-bit fixed-point

weights with accurate operation. To efficiently implement such weights, we de-

sign a charge-sharing based tunable capacitor, shown in Figure 4.6, to maximize

energy savings.

The 8-bit tunable capacitor operates as follows:

1. Sample input signal onto C
j

for which b
j

= 1 (8 � j � 1), where b
j

is the j-th

bit of the weight. Ground other C
j

capacitors;

2. Activate �
D

switches to share signal charge on each C
j

with additional

(28�j

� 1) C0 capacitors;

3. Combine charge of all C
j

to obtain weighted signal.

This design reduces the number of MAC sampling capacitors from O(2n) (the naı̈ve

design) to O(n). This proportionally reduces input capacitance and energy con-

sumption, as C0 itself cannot shrink further due to process constraints. For the

8-bit MAC, this reduces energy by a factor of 32.

We enhance the versatility of RedEye by designing a dynamic noise damping

mechanism, so that the fidelity of the convolutional layer can adapt to different

tasks. At the output of MAC, a tunable capacitor adjusts the total load capacitance

to trade thermal noise for energy efficiency.

Max pooling: The max pooling layer uses a straightforward algorithm to find the

maximum local response max:

1. Convert all responses to absolute values;

2. Serially compare each absolute response with max, and preserve the larger

value by assigning it to max;

3. Repeat (2) to traverse the entire localized window.
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We design a fully dynamic comparator to eliminate static steering current, achiev-

ing zero idle power consumption. Dynamic comparators typically suffer from en-

ergy wastage when metastability occurs; the comparator requires long decision

times and maximum current when the difference in inputs is small. We suppress

this effect by forcing arbitrary decisions when the comparator fails to deliver a re-

sult in time. This mechanism works without introducing tangible error in pooling

results, as confirmed by task simulation.

Quantization: As introduced in §4.1.1, variable ADC resolution trades bitdepth

for energy efficiency. Our SAR ADC design achieves variable resolution by skip-

ping bit cycles and cutting off corresponding capacitors. This mechanism is ex-

plained as follows. Significance of bit b
i

is defined by the weight of the correspond-

ing capacitor C
i

with respect to the total active capacitance of the n-bit array:

w{b
i

} =
C
i

C⌃
=

2i�1C0

[
P

n

k=1Ck

] + C0
=

1

2n�i+1

In our 10-bit SAR ADC design, when all bits are active, the weight of the most

significant bit (MSB) b10 is 1/2; the next bit b9 has a weight of 1/4. When ADC reso-

lution decreases by 1, C10 is cut away from the capacitor array, halving the value of

C⌃; Meanwhile, b9 becomes MSB, with its weight automatically promoted to 1/2.

As a result, this mechanism conserves signal range, and allows for straightforward

bit-depth alignment with digital zero padding.

4.3.2 Behavioral circuit model

To assist the framework of §4.2.4 by promoting simulation efficiency and preserv-

ing simulation accuracy, we derive a parameterized behavioral model from Red-

Eye’s circuit simulation. We extract model parameters of key building blocks from

transistor-level simulation using Cadence Spectre.

While a full transistor-level mixed-signal simulation would provide robust pre-

cision, running signal flows through such a process would be prohibitively time-
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consuming. Hence, we use behavioral simulation to model fidelity characteristics

and energy proportionality of the signal flow.

Aside from verification purposes, we use this behavioral model to describe the

energy consumption as a function of noise in each circuit stage and network layer.

These energy-noise functions guide the energy estimation function of the simula-

tion framework of §4.2.4.

Structurally-guided circuit model: We use structural circuit models to design our

behavioral model. Top-level elements of convolution, max pooling and quanti-

zation layers are composed of sub-layer circuit modules, such as analog memory,

MAC and ADC. These modules are further dissected into internal units such as

tunable capacitors, op amps and comparators. Each internal unit is simulated at

transistor level so that circuit behavior, most importantly energy consumption and

noise performance, can be precisely modeled. The energy and noise characteristics

propagate upwards to assess the system-wide energy and noise statistics, allowing

for fine-grained optimization in circuit design. Furthermore, as the model fully re-

produces the signal flow with identical organization and operation of functional

circuit elements, it confirms system functionality.

Model parameters: In the behavioral model, the energy consumption and noise

contribution of each module are determined by a set of noise, power and timing

parameters.

Noise parameters represent the noise performance of the circuit, including sam-

pling noise from switches, op amp noise in signal buffers and amplifiers, compara-

tor noise, and quantization noise. For sampling noise, as the thermal noise power

density of transistor switches (4�kTR) deviates from that of an ideal insulator by

a factor of �, we simulate the actual noise in a sample-and-hold circuit and use it

as a noise parameter. For op amp, we measure the output noise power and refer it

to the input, so that the noise parameter remains valid with variable gain settings

(i.e., weight values). For ADC with n-bit resolution, we assume its noise contribu-
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tion is identical to the quantization noise of an ideal m-bit ADC, where m equals

the simulated ENOB of the n-bit ADC.

Power parameters account for both static and dynamic power consumption.

Static power includes bias current of op amps and leakage in digital circuits. Dy-

namic power is introduced by comparators when they make decisions or reset to

initial state, capacitors when they are being charged, and digital elements when

their state flips (e.g., programmable weight distribution). Both noise and power

parameters are extracted from circuit simulation. For components with highly dy-

namic, input-dependent characteristics, we average the power consumption over

a relatively long period (e.g. 200 cycles), using their means as power parameters.

Timing parameters refer to the time slots allocated to circuit operations. In

switched-capacitor circuits (e.g. MAC), output signals require a certain amount

of time to settle before they can be used by subsequent stages. As components

consuming static current ought to be aggressively power-gated, it is essential to

choose timing parameters properly. Timing parameters work with power param-

eters, which define the bandwidth of op amps, to report energy consumption as

well as output signal inaccuracy from insufficient settling.

Model verification: Our approach of circuit simulation is similar to that of [90].

We build transistor-level schematics for key building blocks including MAC, com-

parator and ADC using IBM 0.18µmprocess, and run Spectre simulations to verify

circuit functionality and performance.

As we use circuit simulation to verify a major portion of parameters of the

behavioral model, it is critical to reliably configure simulation settings. For time-

domain simulations, we set accuracy defaults (errpreset) to conservative, which implies

lower error tolerances, i.e., higher simulation accuracy (relative tolerance is 0.01%;

absolute tolerances are 1µV and 1 pA). For performance-critical components, e.g.,

op amp and comparator, we simulate over five process corners (TT 27�C, FF�20�C,

SS 80�C, FS 27�C and SF 27�C) in order to ensure that variations of circuit charac-
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Figure 4.7 : GoogLeNet partitions for evaluation, where C and P are RedEye con-

volutional and pooling operations.

teristics remain acceptable in all reasonable fabrication scenarios and operating

environments. This simulation strategy guarantees the provision for process and

temperature variations, which affirms our confidence of the circuit design.

4.4 Evaluation

We investigate the utility of RedEye in performing analog convolutional process-

ing for continuous mobile vision. We find that RedEye reduces sensing energy

consumption by 84.5%. The reduction primarily comes from readout workload

reduction. RedEye also assists mobile CPU/GPU systems by replacing the image

sensor, nearly halving the system energy consumption by moving convolutional

processing from the digital domain in the analog domain.

We also study the influence of noise on RedEye, evaluating our insight of us-

ing noise to minimize energy with sufficient task accuracy. Finally, we evaluate

RedEye in the context of circuit design structures, studying the effect of our archi-

tectural decisions upon analog design complexity.
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4.4.1 Evaluation methodology

To evaluate RedEye task accuracy and energy consumption, we use the simulation

framework introduced in §4.2.4.

Task – Classification of ImageNet data: For our task, we study image classifica-

tion, in which an image label is predicted with a degree of confidence. The Ima-

geNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge provides datasets of images, each

image labeled with 1 of 1000 classes. These images include a labeled validation set

of 50,000 images.

To simulate raw image sampling, we undo gamma correction to simulate raw

pixel values. We emulate photodiode noise and other analog sampling effects by

applying Poisson noise and fixed pattern noise in the input layer.

To measure classification performance, we run our framework on all validation

images. We use the Top-5 metric to quantify task accuracy, counting the proportion

of images for which the ground truth label is one of the top 5 predictions.
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Evaluated ConvNets: We evaluate RedEye on the GoogLeNet ConvNet [111],

with weights digitized to 8-bit values. We also evaluate RedEye on AlexNet [108]

with similar findings, but for brevity, only present GoogLeNet results.

We partition GoogLeNet at 5 different depths, as shown in Figure 4.7, to eval-

uate deeper RedEye processing. Because GoogLeNet branches to a classifier layer

after Depth5, our design is unable to execute further than the first 5 layers.

RedEye processes convolutional and pooling operations before the depth cut,

leaving the remainder to be run on the host system. When configured, as in §4.4.3,

we find Depth1 to consume the least RedEye energy per frame. While the read-

out cost decreases with deeper depth cuts, this is outpaced by processing costs, as

shown in Figure 4.8(a), leading to an increase in RedEye energy consumption with

deeper operation. However, we find Depth5 to be the energy-optimal configura-

tion when RedEye is combined with a host system, due to RedEye’s substantial

workload assistance in addition to a quantization energy reduction.
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4.4.2 RedEye energy and timing performance

We evaluate RedEye against CMOS image sensors and in various system contexts

to study its practicality for vision processing in mobile systems. We find that Red-

Eye reduces analog sensor energy consumption by 84.5%, cloudlet-based system

energy consumption by 73%, and computational-based system energy consump-

tion by 45%. By pipelining RedEye with computations on the digital system, the

Depth5 RedEye can operate at up to 30 frames per second (fps).

RedEye sensor vs. image sensor: Typical systems use an image sensor to capture

frames. We find that RedEye performs favorably when comparing energy and tim-

ing performance against CMOS image sensors. Both sensors can use a low-power

microcontroller for digital interface, consuming 0.4 mJ per frame. For comparison,

we ignore the digital footprint, comparing analog performance alone.

To model quantization overhead, we model a 10-bit 227⇥ 227 color image sen-

sor, sampling at 30 fps. Using a recent survey [102] to reference state-of-the-art

ADC energy consumption, we conservatively estimate the analog portion of the

image sensor to consume 1.1 mJ per frame.

By comparison, the processing and quantization of Depth1 on RedEye con-

sumes 170µJ per frame. This presents an 84.5% sensor energy reduction. RedEye

achieves this reduction through noise admission, especially during analog read-

out; as shown in Figure 4.8(c), 4-bit RedEye operation reduces output data size to

nearly half of the image sensor’s data size. We chart energy consumption, timing

performance, and quantization workload of different depth configurations com-

pared against the modeled image sensor in Figure 4.8.

RedEye with cloudlet-offload: Systems may offload computations to a nearby

server to perform energy-expensive and computationally-intensive operations, i.e.,

cloudlet processing. While this negates the energy consumption of computations,

the device energy consumption is then dominated by network transmission. As

RedEye reduces the size of the output data representation, RedEye substantially
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reduces the energy expended during transmission by 74%.

Using a characterization of Bluetooth Low-Energy power and latency [112], we

find that conventionally exporting a 227x227 frame will consume 129.42 mJ over

1.54 seconds, in addition to the 1.1 mJ consumed by image sensor capture. Mean-

while, RedEye Depth4 output only consumes 33.7 mJ per frame, over 0.40 seconds.

Including a RedEye overhead of 1.3 mJ per frame, RedEye saves 73.2% of system

energy consumption for locally-offloaded execution.
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Figure 4.10 : Accuracy (dashed) and energy of ConvNet processing (solid) vs.

Gaussian SNR of GoogLeNet running on RedEye at 4-bit quantization. Accuracy

over N = 2500.

RedEye with CPU/GPU execution: RedEye also demonstrates efficiency advan-

tages when paired with a Jetson TK1 digital host system, as illustrated in Fig-

ure 4.9. While the Jetson provides best-in-class mobile ConvNet performance and

efficiency, RedEye reduces its energy consumption by reducing its workload. Red-

Eye also increases CPU classification speed, while keeping GPU classification speed.

Executing GoogLeNet with Caffe on the Jetson GPU paired with an image sen-

sor consumes 12.2 W over 33 ms, for 406 mJ per frame, as measured through oscil-
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Figure 4.11 : Accuracy (dashed) and energy of quantization (solid) vs. quantization

SNR of GoogLeNet running on RedEye at Gaussian SNR = 40 dB. Accuracy over

N = 2500.

loscope. Likewise, using the Jetson CPU, the Caffe framework requires 3.1 W over

545 ms, for 1.7 J per frame.

In comparison, using the Depth5 RedEye reduces the Jetson processing time

for the GPU to 18.6 ms, and for the CPU to 297 ms. This results in a system energy

reduction down to 226 mJ with the GPU, and 892 mJ with the CPU.

As the Depth5 RedEye can be pipelined with CPU and GPU operation, it re-

duces the processing time to the minimum of the RedEye and the digital operation.

RedEye is not the limiting factor in either case, requiring only 32 ms. RedEye accel-

erates execution for the CPU from 1.83 fps to 3.36 fps and maintains GPU timing,

i.e., “real-time” 30 fps.

Thus, paired with the GPU and CPU, using RedEye can save 44.3% and 45.6%

of the energy per frame, respectively. System energy consumption is dominated

by the energy-expensive GPU/CPU for executing ConvNet layers.

RedEye with hardware acceleration: To compare against specialized digital hard-
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ware acceleration, we compare the execution of the RedEye circuit against cited

timing and energy statistics of the ShiDianNao neural network accelerator. We

find that RedEye computing efficiency reduces the system overhead through ana-

log readout reduction.

For comparison purposes, we consider the 7-layer ConvNets (3 convolution

layers), implemented in the ShiDianNao work, and estimate performance on a

227 ⇥ 227 color frame. Specifically, we use 144 instances of the authors’ 64 ⇥ 30

patch, with a stride of 16 pixels in the 227 ⇥ 227 region, for 2.18 mJ of energy

consumption per frame. Including the image sensor, this consumes over 3.2 mJ

per frame.

In comparison, when performing 7 layers of convolutions in a Depth4 config-

uration, RedEye consumes 1.3 mJ per frame. Thus, system energy consumption is

reduced by 59%, due to the reduced readout energy consumption.

4.4.3 Noise vs. task accuracy, depth, and energy

We next evaluate the importance of controlling noise to minimize energy. We find

we can admit a substantial amount of noise in the convolution operations, which

is useful for trading signal fidelity for energy efficiency of quantization.

GoogLeNet task accuracy is robust against the 40–60 dB SNR range expected

by RedEye. This is shown in Figure 4.10, wherein Gaussian noise is introduced to

reduce the SNR and accumulated in all data layers, convolutional modules, and

pooling modules. Increasing the Gaussian noise through the effective range of po-

tential standard deviations does not effect significant task failure, reporting 89%

Top-5 even at the lower SNR limit of 40 dB. Hence, the system should always

choose 40 dB for energy efficiency; overprovisioning for low-noise incurs substan-

tial energy consumption relative to the energy consumption corresponding to re-

duced SNR.

On the other hand, when scanning ADC resolution at a fixed Gaussian noise of
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Table 4.1 : RedEye operation modes and energy consumption for Depth5

Modes SNR Cap. size Energy/frame

High-efficiency 40 dB 10 fF 1.4 mJ

Moderate 50 dB 100 fF 14 mJ

High-fidelity 60 dB 1 pF 140 mJ

40 dB, we find a sizable accuracy-energy tradeoff in the effective region of quanti-

zation scaling, as shown in Figure 4.11. While using several bits allows robust task

accuracy, the accuracy decreases as the RedEye uses fewer bits. However, from the

range of 4–6 bits, all depth configurations operate with similarly high accuracy.

Choosing an optimal depth configuration depends on the energy consumption

of the digital host system. For an energy-expensive host system, deeper depth

configurations will reduce expensive digital processing; we find that when paired

with a Jetson TK1, the most efficient configuration is Depth5. However, for an

energy-inexpensive host, RedEye can operate shallower networks, such as Depth1

or Depth2 to alleviate analog readout with low processing energy.

4.4.4 Simulated RedEye circuit characteristics

We evaluate RedEye efficiency by simulating analog energy consumption and esti-

mating the energy consumed by the on-chip microcontroller using state-of-the-art

models.

RedEye can be configured for different fidelity by configuring noise-damping

capacitance (Table 4.1). In high-efficiency (40 dB SNR) mode, RedEye’s analog

circuitry uses 1.4 mJ to process a 227 ⇥ 227 color image through Depth5 at 30-fps,

based on simulation results.

With a central clock frequency of 250 MHz for the 30-fps frame rate, we estimate

that the Cortex-M0+ consumes an additional 12 mW, based on its power-frequency
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ratio (47.4µW/MHz) fabricated in 0.18µmprocess.

In order to understand RedEye’s design footprint, we estimate the silicon area

using the sizes of unit circuit components, multiplied by the number of compo-

nents on chip. Each column slice is estimated to occupy 0.225 mm2, with a low

interconnect complexity of 23 per column. In addition, RedEye requires 100-kB

memory to store features and 9-kB for kernels, which fit within the 128-kB on-chip

SRAM. In total, RedEye components amount to a die size of 10.2 ⇥ 5.0 mm2, in-

cluding the 0.5⇥7 mm2 customized on-chip microcontroller and the 4.5⇥4.5 mm2

pixel array.

Opportunities from technology advancements

As semiconductor technology advances, RedEye will face new challenges and op-

portunities. In contrast with digital circuits, which possess performance and effi-

ciency benefits from technology scaling, analog circuits only receive marginal im-

provements. This is mainly due to signal swing constraints, short-channel effects

and well proximity effects. However, advanced analog processes allow RedEye

to explore low-SNR regions for reduced energy cost-per-operation. Furthermore,

RedEye is ideal for 3D stacking; pages of analog memory can be physically layered,

reducing die size.

In addition, stacked RedEyes could be programmed with different tasks (e.g.,

face recognition, HOG, object classification, etc.), to coexist on the same module

and operate in parallel. Finally, conventional image processing architecture could

occupy a layer, allowing a device to acquire a full image through RedEye’s optical

focal plane when needed.

4.5 Related Work

Image sensor energy optimization: Choi et al. survey power saving techniques,

including voltage scaling, in-pixel A/D conversion, small pixel sizes and suppress-
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ing switching operations in [60]. The effectiveness of these techniques is limited;

voltage scaling reduces signal swing, requiring higher power to maintain the SNR,

as shown in [113]. In-pixel A/D and small-sized pixels reduce pixel fill factor due

to process constraints. Finally, implementation-specific techniques, e.g., suppress-

ing switching, subject their effectiveness to circuit functionality and behavior, and

cannot generalize to the wide array of analog readout architectures.

Limited-precision computing: Works in approximate computing [90,114–116] are

especially related, utilizing efficiency-performance tradeoffs. These approaches

target computation energy, while our work focuses on reducing sensor readout and

memory transaction overheads, especially when paired with specialized hardware

or cloud offloading.

Many works share our strategy of exploiting analog efficiency in the design

of limited-precision analog neural accelerators [90, 117, 118]. Towards assisting

generic computing at low noise, each of these designs apply only a single layer

of analog neurons per conversion, using a digital interface to support generic

computing. Though readout energy is significant, limiting the benefit of analog

computing, this is necessary overhead to support high-fidelity inter-neuron com-

munications across the analog-digital barrier. ISAAC [118] uses in-situ crossbar

pipelines and efficient “flipped” weight encodings, reducing the static and dy-

namic power consumption of analog-digital conversion.

As RedEye does not need to support generic computing, our contributions re-

volve around cyclic computing in the analog domain, despite accumulating noise

and increasing complexity. This eliminates system data transactions by constrain-

ing inter-neuron signal flow to the analog domain; only one crossing at the analog-

digital boundary is needed for the entirety of the pipeline.

Hardware ConvNet acceleration: Many convolutional architectures are focused

on reconfigurable flexibility [119–121]. Improving upon these, some accelerators

exploit data locality and compression for performance and efficiency of ConvNet
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processing [122–127]. These accelerators reduce data accesses and data copies,

increasing energy efficiency. To further reduce data traffic, the ShiDianNao co-

processor [128] streams raw data directly from the sensor. This brings processing

closer to the sensor; we similarly push computation into the sensor, before analog

readout, to reduce data and readout overhead.

1-dimensional analog pre-processing: Previous works have proposed the prin-

ciple of using analog computing to reduce analog readout [101]. Other works have

implemented this principle with various sensing modalities, including for spec-

tral feature extraction, [129], voice activity recognition from audio signals [1], and

bioelectrical biomarkers from brain-machine interfaces [130]. These works reduce

the energy consumption over purely digital systems by two orders of magnitude.

However, as these works operate on 1-dimensional signals, the design complexi-

ties of their solutions do not face scalability challenges.

In-imager processing: Focal-plane compression [78], in-imager convolution [131],

and programmable in-imager operation [132] enable certain low-power function-

ality in the image sensor. Bounded by complexity and noise, these designs perform

small chains of specific filtering. By contrast, as we approach the problem of deep

ConvNet support, we employ reusable module design and noise tuning to effi-

ciently operate many layers of operation before quantization.

4.6 Discussion and Future Investigation

While we design and simulate RedEye energy, noise, and timing performance, we

do not yet provide a circuit layout of the RedEye architecture. Thus, we have not

accounted for layout issues including parasitics, signal crosstalk, or component

mismatch, which would come with post-layout simulation. In addition to increas-

ing the robustness of our estimation, here we discuss additional avenues of future

work to extend the reliability and utility of the RedEye architecture.
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4.6.1 Situational use for noise scaling

As shown in §4.4.3, GoogLeNet object recognition on the ImageNet dataset is ro-

bust to noise, only susceptible to signal infidelity when SNR drops below 30 dB.

However, sensors may experience noise not represented in the ImageNet dataset:

using RedEye in a 1 lux environment would reduce the lower limit of the RedEye

SNR range to 25 dB. Indeed, a deep investigation of noise influence on ego-centric

vision is necessary to demonstrate the utility of RedEye for continuous mobile vi-

sion. We expect that dynamically scaling RedEye noise will enable operation in

poorly lit environments, at the cost of higher energy consumption.

4.6.2 Optical computing

Recent developments in computational photography have explored the use of op-

tical computing to obtain additional information about incoming light beyond the

intensity on an image plane. For example, angle-sensitive pixels (ASP) [133] on a

sensor use a diffraction grating to collect plenoptic information that can be recon-

structed into four-dimensional light-fields. Meanwhile, FlatCam [134] uses coded

masks to replace lenses, allowing for physically thin device profiles, while cap-

turing sufficient information to reconstruct images. Both ASP and FlatCam works

use convolutional operations to reconstruct imaging information; such operations

could be implemented in the analog domain to extract information before pro-

cessing into convolutional features. Indeed, it has been shown that convolutional

neural networks can work directly ASP raw data for object recognition [135] and

on compressively sensed random measurements [136].

4.6.3 Stateful support for recurrent dataflow

The RedEye architecture is designed to be stateless, without any memory of pre-

vious data. Unfortunately, this prevents RedEye from implementing modern vi-
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sion neural networks, including recurrent convolutional neural networks (R-CNN)

[137] and long-short-term-memory networks (LSTM) [138], which have proven

useful in recent vision algorithm literature. An extended architecture should build

support to maintain state in the analog domain, allowing the network to operate

on multiple frames of incoming data. In addition to architectural modifications to

RedEye for temporary storage, this will challenge the algorithms to interpret data

tainted by analog decay over time, as charge leakage will impair the correctness

of the stored values. A simulator driven by behavioral models would assist the

exploration of such algorithms.

4.6.4 Architecture-aware ConvNet training

Current ConvNets and other vision workloads have been designed for digital ar-

chitectures, with plentiful memory and floating point operations. We plan to in-

vestigate the training of a ConvNet specific to the RedEye architecture, aware of

the efficiency and infidelity tradeoffs of the analog domain. For a given archi-

tecture and a targeted vision workload to achieve, we can study the tradeoffs by

integrating a noise-energy optimization loss function in the vision workload de-

velopment. For example, for ConvNet workloads, we will inject noise layers dur-

ing convolutional weight training, to allow the convolutional weights to shift to

satisfy vision workload performance in spite of signal infidelity. By minimizing

the loss function with an optimization method such as stochastic gradient descent,

we can discover an optimal ordered set of processing modules and their kernels

to efficiently achieve the ConvNet workload. We can apply similar techniques to

the training of other vision workloads to operate with an awareness of the analog

noise-energy tradeoffs.
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4.6.5 Privacy of continuous mobile vision

While we were motivated by the fundamental physical barrier to continuous mo-

bile vision, i.e., energy efficiency, RedEye also provides a platform to explore a

fundamental social barrier: privacy. While current vision applications are granted

access to raw image data, we draw insight from prior work [139, 140] that argues

that system policy should provide applications with limited vision features. Such

policies depend on applications, context, and users, and are best defined by higher

layers of the system stack. Therefore, our objective toward privacy protection is to

provide low-level mechanisms on which useful privacy policies can be efficiently

implemented. Specifically, we aim at guaranteeing that a high-fidelity raw image

cannot be reconstructed from RedEye output. By performing vision processing in

the analog domain, RedEye has the ability to only provide access to vision fea-

tures, denying access to the raw image. Our key insight towards irreversability

comes from prior works such as [141], which show that iteratively processing an

image through SIFT or ConvNet feature extraction generates increasingly abstract

representations of images; reversing deep ConvNet processing will result in low-

fidelity images. Processing such a ConvNet in the analog domain, and discarding

the raw image would provide a strong data privacy guarantee to the user.

4.7 Chapter summary

In this chapter, we propose a system of RedEye, moving ConvNet processing into

an image sensor’s analog domain to reduce analog readout and computational

burden. Because RedEye allows developers to trade signal fidelity for energy, we

report a simulation framework to assist them in balancing accuracy and efficiency.

With a per-frame sensor energy reduction of 84.5%, cloudlet system energy reduc-

tion of 73%, and computational system energy reduction of 45%, RedEye advances

towards overcoming the energy-efficiency barrier to continuous mobile vision.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

Energy-efficiency is a critical bottleneck to the adoption of continuous mobile vi-

sion. This thesis proposes and evaluates software and hardware designs for effi-

cient support through the vision system stack.

First, as the future of continuous mobile vision relies on a multitude of appli-

cations concurrently running in the background of the user’s device, we built con-

currency support to transparently scale vision processing to multiple applications.

Built on our key idea of reducing redundancy of vision processing, we proposed

Starfish, a split-process library solution. By using a Starfish Library to interpose on

calls to vision libraries, we used inter-process communication to our Starfish Core

Service to execute, track, and share computations among multiple applications re-

questing identical operations. To minimize the overhead of the inter-process com-

munication, we designed a message passing scheme that minimizes deep copies

through argument reuse. By evaluating over combinations of homography, object

recognition, and face recognition applications, we verified that Starfish supports

transparent scalability for multiple concurrent applications.

By characterizing 5 commercial CMOS image sensors, we identified that static

idle power consumption inhibits the energy-proportionality of image sensing; the

energy-per-pixel increases with reduced spatiotemporal resolution. Using clock

frequency scaling and aggressive standby as power management techniques, we

created energy-proportional behavior at the driver-level. Such power management

produced a constant energy-per-pixel, regardless of spatiotemporal quality. For a 1

MP sensor, using our techniques to sample at 0.1 MP and 3 FPS reduced the energy-
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consumption by 90%, from 185mW to 18mW. We also proposed heterogeneous

readout chains in the sensor architecture for further energy-proportionality.

Our characterization revealed that analog readout significantly contributes to

the energy consumption of the vision system stack. Guided by our intuition that

vision processing is highly structural with repetitive data-local operations, and

highly robust to noise, we proposed RedEye, a sensor architecture to shift convo-

lutional processing into the analog domain for object recognition. As analog archi-

tectures face issues of design complexity and signal infidelity, we used a column-

parallel modular design that scales to focal plane resolutions with fixed local com-

plexity, and tunable capacitance elements to balance task accuracy for energy effi-

ciency. This results in an architecture that reduces sensor readout energy consump-

tion by 85% while executing early layers of GoogLeNet for object recognition.

Altogether, this thesis provides a cross-layer investigation into energy-efficient

system support for continuous mobile vision. However, through this investigation,

we have revealed an abundance of opportunities for further system support in ap-

plication libraries, operating system driver frameworks, and sensor architecture

further reduce the energy overhead of vision processing. To extend the Starfish

split-process concurrency support, a further investigation should modify applica-

tion and libraries to ease object marshalling and memory allocation, and design

concurrency optimizations for dataflow and event-based programming models.

Similarly, additional work can improve the energy-proportionality of image cap-

ture by exposing API support with energy-quality tradeoff abstractions. Finally, to

improve the utility of a vision sensor architecture, we can use optical computing

elements to collect enhanced representations of vision signals, and build support

for stateful computing to enable recurrent dataflow processing. Thus, by further

exploring the hardware/software boundary, efficient system support will lead to

a future in which our devices use vision to continuously integrate with our real-

world environments, extending the potential of our human memory and attention.
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